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Introduction
Financial mathematics is a subject of mathematics that models the behaviour
of stock’s movements and set a “fair price” for the related products.
The stock movement has been largely studied and discussed. The work on
it was accelerated due the apparition of the Black-Scholes formulae in 1973 (al-
though the Nobel Prize was given in 1997) which allowed the estimation of the
European call premium. Other models have been studied, allowing stochastic
volatility or variable interest rate.
When talking about commodity modelling, the field is less explored. The
commodity market is much more volatile that the stock market. One important
difference is that it is a “real” market, meaning that there must be a place to
store the commodity, transportation costs, maintenance costs and taking in
account that the commodity can be used either as an invest asset or as a
consumption asset.
Although the main difference is due the model used. It does not make
much sense to think that the value of a tone of wheat can increase indefinitely
as a Telefonica share. The related costs to the production can increase in the
same way as the inflation but not as a firm.
The models used in commodities are mean-reversion models introduced by
Vasicek in 1977. Actually, this model was thought to describe the evolution of
interest rates.
With the models in hand, to predict or estimate the price is not a rough
task. The pricing of derivatives has been always a delicate work. Due the
nature of the market, a “bad” or “unfair” price will lead to loss either is the
product overpriced or underpriced.
A closed form for pricing derivatives and other related products (such as
the Black-Scholes formulae) is a rare and valuable thing. In general, when is
not possible to reach the analytical solution, other methods are used such as
v
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the Montecarlo method or the discretisation of the time that will be seen.
The classical approach to the financial world is through partial differential
equations. In this thesis, it will be tackled by the stochastic calculus.
We present here an introduction to the commodity market and how are
priced its relative derivatives. This thesis consists of 4 chapters, which are
summarized below.
Chapter 1 This chapter is a brief introduction to the background of Proba-
bility Theory that will be used along the thesis and to the binomial tree
model. We will see basic definitions and properties of the measure theory
and how it works when introducing the stochastic differential equations
(SDEs), the Radon-Nikodym derivative and the Riemann-Stieltjes inte-
gration method for random variables are essentials for this work. The
binomial tree model is introduced as the simplest model for any kind of
asset. It is important to revise this model since in Chapter 3 will be
introduced the trinomial tree model which is much more complicated.
Chapter 2 We give here basic notes of the stochastic modelling and its main
models. Here is where the stochastic calculus takes an important part.
The classical models, as the geometric Brownian motion, are revisited
and the more specific commodity models are exposed and studied in a
rigorous way.
Chapter 3 Once the basis are set, in this chapter there are calculated the
derivatives prices related to each model. In the case of geometric Brow-
nian motion modelled assets, the approach of Black, Scholes and Merton
will be used. When treating the mean-reverting modelled assets it will
be shown that it is not as easy as before and two numerical methods (the
trinomal tree model and the Montecarlo method) will be presented.
Chapter 4 This last chapter contains an approach to the real world. A real
market application of how the data is treated and how to calibrate the
models that have been introduced. Here the maximum-likelihood esti-
mation will guide the way.
Powerful results on probability theory and calculus are applied in financial
mathematics. To go deep in the financial modelling and pricing, some proofs
on theoretical results have been skipped. All this proofs can be found in any
graduate course on Probability Theory.
1Fundamentals of Probability
Theory and Binomial Tree
Model
This chapter goes over the main results to deal with financial mathematics.
The essential properties of the conditional expectation, the Radon-Nikodym
derivative, the Riemann-Stieltjes integration and the binomial tree method
are the principal concepts. Some concepts of this chapter can be found in
any graduate introductory probability course or in any financial mathematics
course, and so some basic proof are skipped in this section. Most concepts,
results and proofs from this chapter can be found in [1], [2].
1.1 Background on Probability Theory
Definition 1.1.1. Given a probability space (Ω,A, P ), a filtration is a parti-
tions sequence F = {Fi}0≤i≤N such that
(i) F0 = Ω,
(ii) FN = {{ω}| ω ∈ Ω},
(iii) for all i < j then σ(Fi) ⊂ σ(Fj).
With σ(Fi) is the σ-algebra generated by Fi.
Definition 1.1.2. Given a probability space (Ω,A, P ), a random process (or
a stochastic process) X is a collection of R-valued random variables
{Xt}t∈T ,
where T is a totally ordered set.
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In general, the set T represents the lapse of time within X is being observed.
Definition 1.1.3. Let F = {Ui} be a partition of Ω, then, the process X i
F -measurable if it takes constant values on every Ui.
Definition 1.1.4. Let F be a filtration, the process Xi is adapted to Fi if is
Fi-measurable.
Definition 1.1.5. Given a probability space (Ω,A, P ), the conditional expec-
tation of X on F , with F a partition of Ω, is the function
E(X|A) : Ω→ R
ω → E(X|F)(ω) =
∑
α∈F(ω) P (α)X(α)∑
α∈F(ω) P (α)
where F(ω) is the unique set in F within ω belongs.
One important property on the conditional expectation is the Tower Law.
The Tower Law states how to treat a conditional conditional expectation.
Proposition 1.1.6 (Tower Law). If F is a filtration and X a random process,
then for all 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ T ,
E
(
E(X|Fj)|Fi
)
= E(X|Fj).
Definition 1.1.7. The process X is a Markov chain if satisfies the Markov
condition
P (Xn = k|X0 = x0, X1 = x1, ..., Xn−1 = xn−1) = P (Xn = k| Xn−1 = xn−1)
for all n ∈ T and all k, x0, x1, ..., xn−1 ∈ R.
Proposition 1.1.8. The Markov property is equivalent to:
(i) P (Xn+1 = k|Xn1 = xn1 , Xn2 = xn2 , ..., Xnk = xnk) = P (Xn+1 =
k| Xnk = xnk) for all n1 < n2 < ... < nk ≤ n all in T .
(ii) P (Xm+n = k|X0 = x0, X1 = x1, ..., Xm = xm) = P (Xm+n = k| Xm =
xm) for all m,n and m+ n in T .
Note. There is an alternative notation for processes that is used equally. The
notation is given by
Xt = X(t).
This notation is specially useful when the process is in a sequence indexed by
n. In this case the process is written as Xn(t) meaning index n and time t.
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One of the most important random process that will base the models on is
the random walk.
Definition 1.1.9. For n positive integer, define the random walk process
Wn(t) satisfying
(i) Wn(0) = 0,
(ii) every tic of time is separated 1
n
,
(iii) the jumps up and down are equal and of size 1√
n
,
(iv) the probabilities of up and down at any time are always 1
2
.
Proposition 1.1.10. For any n ≥ 0 the random walk Wn(t) has the Markov
property.
(a) n = 16 (b) n = 64
(c) n = 256 (d) n = 1024
Figure 1.1: Random walk realizations for different n
This kind of movement will drive all the random processes. For the con-
tinuous case will be taken n tending to the infinity.
The filtrations are interpreted as structures of information, what is known
and what is still unknown. The way this information is interpreted will be
shown to be the probability measure under which is being treated the filtration.
In financial world the information and the way is treated is a real sensible field.
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Definition 1.1.11. Given (Ω,F) a measurable space and P , Q two measures.
Then P is absolutely continuous with respect Q if
Q(A) = 0⇒ P (A) = 0,
for all A ∈ Ω.
Definition 1.1.12. Given (Ω,F) a measurable space and P , Q two measures.
Then P is equivalent to Q if each is absolutely continuous with respect the
other.
Theorem 1.1.13. Given (Ω,A) and P , Q two measures. If Q is absolutely
continuous with respect P , then exists a random probability dQ
dP
: Ω → R such
that, for all A ∈ A,
q(A) =
∫
A
dQ
dP
dP.
Moreover, for all random variable X : Ω→ R and all A ∈ A,∫
A
XdQ =
∫
A
X
dQ
dP
dP.
En particular, EQ(X) = EP
(
X dQ
dP
)
. Define dQ
dP
as the Radon-Nikodym deriva-
tive of Q with respect P or the density function of Q with respect P .
Corollary 1.1.14. If P and Q are equivalent measures, then
dQ
dP
=
(dP
dQ
)−1
.
This result is a tool for changing the probability measure under which is
evaluated a process. Then the Radon-Nikodym is a way to change de “point
of view” under which a process is being watched.
The last important concept is the Riemann-Stieltjes integral. The Riemann-
Stieltjes integral is a new integration method, resembling the Riemann integral,
for random variables.
Definition 1.1.15. Given a deterministic function f : R → R, a stochastic
process X and two real numbers a < b, then define∫ b
a
f(t)dXt = lim
n→∞
n∑
i=1
f(ti−1)
(
Xti −Xti−1
)
, (1.1)
where a = t0 < t1 < ... < tn−1 < tn = b is a partition of the interval [a, b].
Note. Notice that the Riemann-Stieltjes definition make sense only for contin-
uous stochastic processes.
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With this new integration method, the integrals where a stochastic variable
takes part can be interpreted as a new random variable. The main modelling
of prices (the continuous case) is done through stochastic differential equations
(SDE). The SDE, usually, can be separated into two parts
dXt = d
(
f(Xt, t)
)
+ g(Xt, t)dWt, (1.2)
where Xt is the process modelled, f(Xt, t) and g(Xt, t) are deterministic func-
tions (with no random terms) and Wt a random variable. The integral formu-
lation of an SDE is given by∫ t+s
t
dXt =
∫ t+s
t
f(Xu, u)du+
∫ t+s
t
g(Xu, u)dWu. (1.3)
Notice that ∫ t+s
t
dXt = Xt+s −Xt.
1.2 The binomial tree
The binomial tree is the most simple model (this do not mean useless) used in
modelling stock movements. It can be used to price derivatives. It consists in
discretise the time into intervals, then at any point of the tree the stock price
can go up or down. Usually, to make easier the implementation, the stock
price is the same when taking different paths but with the same number of
steps up and steps down. This kind of tree is known as a recombined tree.
Then, the main variables participating in the binomial tree model are:
S: The stock price, which can be evaluated at any node of the tree.
r: The free-risk interest rate. This is the rate at which the long or the short
position can request or invest money at any time.
∆t: The time distance between any tic of time.
u: Factor which multiplies the stock price when the stock price goes up.
d: Factor which multiplies the stock price when the stock price goes down.
Then, if the stock price at initial time is S0, then at time t = ∆t the stock
price would be either S0u or S0d. And if instead of buying the stock at initial
time this money would have been invested, at time t = ∆t the investor would
have S0e
r∆t.
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A
B
C
D
E
F
G
(a) Non-recombined tree
A
B
C
D
E
F
(b) Recombined tree
Figure 1.2: Binomial tree models
The principal assumption that is made in the binomial tree is that it must
be a fair play, in the sense of investing in the tree at any moment would have
the same expected gain as investing the same amount of money at the free-risk
interest rate r. The implementation of this fact is done through changing the
stock probability of going up or going down. This new probability measure
under which will be seen the tree is the neutral-risk probability q. Notice that
(i) under this probability the risk is balanced meaning that the risk assumed
is exactly the one the operation has implicit,
(ii) the initial probability the tree had is totally ignored.
With this, can be found the probability of any branch of the tree. To calculate
the price of a concrete derivative only must be calculated the expected payoff
at every node and the expected payoff at the initial node will be the derivative
price.
Example 1.2.1. The price of an stock at initial time is 100$, the expected
fluctuations of the price per month is ±10%, the free-risk interest rate is r =
0.1, the probability of the stock to go up is pu =
3
4
and the probability of the
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stock to go down is pd =
1
4
. Then, calculate the prime of a European call at
two months with strike price X = 95$.
The initial tree is given by
A
100
B
110
C
90
D
121
E
99
F
81
Figure 1.3: Binomial tree
At any node if the value of the stock is S, then the value if going up is Su
and the value if going down is Sd. Then the neutral-risk probability q is the
one such
Suq + Sd(1− q) = Ser∆t,
q =
Ser∆t − Sd
Su− Sd .
In this particular case,
u = 1.1
d = 0.9
r = 0.1
∆t =
1
12
q = 0.5418
The payoff of the European call is given by Table 1.1. Since if the market
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Node D E F
Call value ($) 26 4 0
Table 1.1: Call payoff
price is lower than the strike price then the European call will not be exercised,
else if the market price is higher than the strike price then the European call
will be exercised. Then the call price at every node is calculated through the
assumption of fair play.
Node A B C D E F
Call value ($) 9.460377 15.78838 2.149377 26 4 0
Table 1.2: Call value
Finally, the initial call price is c0 = 9.460377$.
2Stochastic Modeling of
Commodity Price Processes
This chapter shows the basic stock and interest rates models of price processes
and how are adapted to the commodity price modelling. The main models are
the geometric Brownian motion (which it is used in the Black-Scholes model)
and the mean-reversion model. It will be shown how through the stochastic
volatility and jumps in price trajectories is possible to adapt this models to
the commodity models.
2.1 Geometric Brownian motion
The Brownian motion is the basis of the most important model in finance. The
Brownian motion must be understood as a continuous random walk (Definition
1.1.9). That particular random walk (with n → ∞) is what is known as a
Brownian motion.
Definition 2.1.1. The process W = (Wt | t ≥ 0) is a P−Brownian motion if
and only if
(i) Wt is continuous, with W0 = 0,
(ii) the value of Wt is distributed, under P , as a normal random variable
N(0, t),
(iii) the increment Ws+t−Ws is distributed as a normal N(0, t), under P , and
is independent of Fs, the history of what the process did up to time s,
where P is a probability measure.
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Figure 2.1: Brownian motion realization (T = 3)
Remark. The third statement of the Brownian Motion definition it is the named
previously Markov property.
There are few properties of the Brownian motion that deserve to be named.
These properties will help to take care about Brownian motion’s random na-
ture.
Property 2.1.2. If W is a P−Brownian motion, then
(i) although Wt is continue it is no differentiable at any point (with proba-
bility 1),
(ii) the Brownian motion W will take any real value and will return to the 0
at some time,
(iii) when W touches one value, immediately touches it an infinity of times,
and eventually in the future,
(iv) at any scale W will look similar, it has fractal nature.
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Proposition 2.1.3. If Wt and W˜t are two independent Brownian motions and
ρ is a constant between −1 and 1, then the process Xt = ρWt +
√
1− ρ2W˜t is
a Brownian motion.
Proof. It is obvious that Xt is a continuous function and that, since W0 =
W˜0 = 0, X0 = 0. Hence, if Wt and W˜t are normally distributed
Xt ∼ ρN(0, t) +
√
1− ρ2N(0, t) ∼ N(0, ρ2t+ (1− ρ2)t) = N(0, t).
Similarly, it is possible to prove that Xs+t − Xs ∼ N(0, t). The increment is
certainly independent of both histories (Wu | u ≤ s) and (W˜u | u ≤ s), and
hence also independent of the history (Xu | u ≤ s). 
Arithmetic Brownian motion
The most basic model involving the Brownian motion is the arithmetic Brown-
ian motion or “Brownian motion with drift”. It is a plain model that will help
to understand more the Brownian motion and the basis of all the stochastic
modelling. This model was proposed by the mathematician Louis Bachelier
in 1900. Even so, the name is due Robert Brown who noted some properties
exhibited by random movements of pollen particles at the surface of a liquid
in 1827.
Definition 2.1.4. A process X that satisfies the stochastic differential equa-
tion
dXt = αdt+ σdWt (2.1)
is called an arithmetic Brownian motion. Where α, σ ∈ R with σ > 0, dXt
represents the increase (or decrease) of X over an infinitesimal time interval
dt and dWt represents the change of a Brownian motion, Wt, over an interval
dt.
Property 2.1.5. If X is an arithmetic Brownian motion. The equation (2.1)
implies that E(dXt) = αdt. Hence,
α =
1
dt
E(dXt)
represents the expected change of X per unit of time. The constant α is also
known as the drift of X. Also
Var(dXt) = σ
2dt,
thus, the dispersion range of X increases with the standard deviation σ, also
known as the volatility parameter.
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Remark. Because of the Brownian motion’s Markov property, X will also have
this property. This will play a key role in the research of pricing models.
Although in the practice of technical analysis for pricing it is important to
use the whole history of prices, which is supposed to provide buying or selling
signals.
Figure 2.2: Arithmetic Brownian motion realization (T = 3, µ = 0.1, σ = 0.1)
The equation (2.1) may also be written as
X(t+ dt) = X(t) + αdt+ σdWt
this leads to the following proposition.
Proposition 2.1.6. At date t, XT follows the distribution law
L(XT |Ft) = N
(
Xt + α(T − t), σ2(T − t)
)
(2.2)
Proof. Integrating the equation (2.1) between dates t and T provides
XT = Xt + α(T − t) + σ(WT −Wt).
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Recalling the Markov property of the Brownian motion WT −Wt ∼ N(0, (T −
t)), hence
L(XT |Ft) = N
(
Xt + α(T − t), σ2(T − t)
)
.

Corollary 2.1.7. The variable XT may take negative values.
Proof. Since XT is a normal variable, XT can take negative values. 
Example 2.1.8. Let us observe a particular case of an arithmetic Brownian
motion. Let be X the arithmetic Brownian motion that satisfies the stochastic
differential equation
dXt = σdWt.
Now E(dXt) = 0, what means that Xt’s average does not change. This repre-
sentation will be appropriate to represent the spread between two commodities
whose price differences remain on average the same over time.
The possible negative values of X is an important handicap since it is not
possible to have negative prices. The possible negative values for the stock
price would contradict the principle of limited liability attached to a stock.
This fact represents the main limitation of this plain and accurate model.
This leads to the geometric Brownian motion.
Geometric Brownian motion
To avoid the negative values handicap of the arithmetic Brownian motion
model, Paul Samuelson introduced in 1965 a revisited version of the Bachelier’s
model. This time, instead of modelling the change of X as an arithmetic
Brownian motion, the return of the stock will be modelled as an arithmetic
Brownian motion. Hence, the stochastic differential equation of the stock price
St would be
dSt
St
= µdt+ σdWt (2.3)
Definition 2.1.9. A process S that satisfies the equation (2.3) is called a
geometric Brownian motion.
This model has been used as fundamental assumption in many works. For
example, this is the basis formula of the Black-Scholes-Merton pricing formula
for options on stocks that was worthy of a Nobel prize in 1997.
The ratio
dSt
St
must be interpreted as the return obtained by investing in
the stock for the period (t, t+ dt) with no dividend payment.
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Figure 2.3: Geometric Brownian motion realization (T = 3, µ = 0.1, σ = 0.1)
Remark. Note that due to the Markov property of the Brownian motion, S
will also have this property. This may be easy to see if it is taken dSt =
S(t+ dt)− S(t) and the equation (2.3) is written as
S(t+ dt) = S(t)(1 + µdt+ σdWt)
Property 2.1.10. The right-hand side of the equation (2.3) is a normal vari-
able. Hence returns are normally distributed. Moreover, in the Black-Scholes
model returns are normally distributed.
Proposition 2.1.11. The process U defined by
Ut = ln(St) ∀t ≥ 0
is an arithmetic Brownian motion, where S is a geometric Brownian motion.
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Proof. Using Itoˆ’s lemma
dUt = d
(
ln(St)
)
=
1
St
dSt − 1
S2t
(dSt)
2
|o(dt)
=
(
µ− σ
2
2
)
dt+ σdWt
It is obtained that the process U satisfies the equation
dUt =
(
µ− σ
2
2
)
dt+ σdWt (2.4)
Thus, U is an arithmetic Brownian motion. 
Corollary 2.1.12. If U is an arithmetic Brownian motion, then, St = e
Ut is
a geometric Brownian motion.
Corollary 2.1.13. If U is a process that satisfies (2.4) then
L(UT |Ft) = N
(
Ut +
(
µ− σ
2
2
)
(T − t), σ2(T − t)
)
(2.5)
and
L(ST |Ft) = lnN
(
ln(St) +
(
µ− σ
2
2
)
(T − t), σ2(T − t)
)
. (2.6)
Property 2.1.14. If S is a geometric Brownian motion, the equation (2.3)
implies that
µ =
1
dt
E
(
dSt
St
)
and the constant parameter µ represents the expected return per unit of time.
If it is done the same process with the variance, we obtain
Var
(
dSt
St
)
= σ2dt.
Remark. Note that the sign of µ it is usually positive since no investor would
buy a stock offering a negative expected return. Moreover, under some equi-
librium conditions the expected return will be the risk-free rate r plus a risk
premium. In resume, the drift µ is usually higher than r and positive.
Remark. In the Black-Scholes model, it is supposed that the stock price grows
on average over time. This assumption it is not always true for commodity
prices. The Black-Scholes formula in its original form should not be used to
price options on the spot prices of commodities. Furthermore, it is untrue the
constant assumption of the volatility σ. This volatility may be changed to a
deterministic function of time at a low mathematical cost. It may be made
stochastic either through the introduction of stochastic volatility.
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Example 2.1.15. The main handicap of the arithmetic Brownian motion is
the fact that the price process may take negative values. To see that with
geometric Brownian motion it is not possible note that to take negative values
the price St would be 0 at some time and since we are dividing dSt by St it is
not possible. In an extreme case (large negative drift), the price will tend to
0.
Figure 2.4: Geometric Brownian motion realization (T = 3, µ = −1, σ = 0.5)
2.2 Mean-reversion
In commodity pricing, the mean reversion processes are common. Commodity
prices neither grow nor decline on average over time. They tend to mean-revert
to a level which may be viewed as the marginal cost of production.
Example 2.2.1. In agricultural prices; as prices decline, farmers find it less
attractive to produce the commodity and supply decreases creating upward
pressure on the price. Similarly, as the price of an agricultural commodity
increases, farmers are more likely to devote resources to producing the com-
modity creating downward pressure on the price.
The mean-reversion process in commodity prices may be understood as the
mean-reversion process on the price when an arbitrage occasion appears. This
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was first introduced in finance by Vasicek in 1977. He introduced the mean-
reversion phenomenon through the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process to describe the
short-term rate dynamics.
Definition 2.2.2. An Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, X, satisfies the stochastic
differential equation
dXt = a(b−Xt)dt+ σdWt (2.7)
where a, b, σ > 0 and Wt is a Brownian motion.
Proposition 2.2.3. If X is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, it has the mean-
reversion property.
Proof. The expected change of X, from date t, is given by
E(dXt|Ft) = a(b−Xt)dt.
Thus if Xt is smaller than b the expected change is positive; if Xt is greater
than b, the expected change is negative. This is the named mean-reversion
property. 
Figure 2.5: Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process realization (T = 3, a = 5, b = 10,
σ = 0.1)
To calculate the distribution law of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes it is
necessary the following lemma.
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Lemma 2.2.4. Let Wt be a Brownian motion, T , t, a integers such that T > t.
Then ∫ T
t
eatdWt = N
(
0,
1
2a
(e2aT − e2at)
)
(2.8)
Proof. Using the Riemann-Stieltjes integral definition it is given that∫ T
t
eatdWt = lim
n→∞
n∑
i=1
ekti−1(Wti −Wti−1)
where {ti}0≤i≤n is a partition of the interval (t, T ). By the Brownian mo-
tion’s definition Wti −Wti−1 ∼ N(0,∆t) with ∆t = ti − ti−1 ∀i. Note that
all this normal distributions are independent due the Markov property of the
Brownian motion. Thus
lim
n→∞
n∑
i=1
eati−1(Wti −Wti−1) = lim
n→∞
n∑
i=1
eati−1N(0,∆t)
= lim
n→∞
n∑
i=1
N(0, e2ati−1∆t)
= N
(
0, lim
n→∞
n∑
i=1
e2ati−1∆t
)
.
Since ∆t = T−t
n
, thus
lim
n→∞
n∑
i=1
e2ati−1∆t =
∫ T
t
e2asds.
Hence
N
(
0, lim
n→∞
n∑
i=1
e2ati−1∆t
)
= N
(
0,
∫ T
t
e2asds
)
= N
(
0,
1
2k
(e2aT − e2at)
)

Proposition 2.2.5. If X is a process satisfying (2.7), then at date t
L(XT | Ft) = N
(
e−a(T−t)Xt + b(1− e−a(T−t)), σ2 1− e
−2a(T−t)
2a
)
. (2.9)
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Proof. Let Z be a process such that
Zt = e
atXt.
Hence using Itoˆ’s lemma
dZt = d(e
atXt)
= Xtae
atdt+ eatdXt
= abeatdt+ σeatdWt
Integrating between the dates t and T provides
ZT − Zt = b(eaT − eat) + σ
∫ T
t
easdWs.
Using the Lemma 2.2.4,
ZT = Zt + b(e
aT − eat) +N
(
0,
1
2a
(e2aT − e2at)
)
Undoing the change of variable,
XT = e
−a(T−t)Xt + b(1− e−a(T−t)).
Thus
L(XT | Ft) = N
(
e−a(T−t)Xt + b(1− e−a(T−t)), σ2 1− e
−2a(T−t)
2a
)
.

This model is applied to the spot rate, r(t). Hence, as seen previously, the
equation (2.7) may be written as
r(t+ dt) = r(t) + a(b− r(t))dt+ σdWt
which, at date t, is an affine function on dWt. Thus, as in the Brownian
motion, the spot rate is, like dWt, normally distributed and may take negative
values. This, obviously a unkind property for prices. Resembling the geometric
Brownian motion, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck’s processes will be written as
dSt
St
= k(θ − ln(St))dt+ σdWt (2.10)
where θ is the drift term (which will be the equilibrium price around which
the logarithm’s price will fluctuate) and k is the mean-reversion force. As k is
higher the tendency to θ will increase.
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Note. Differently of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, the mean-reversion pro-
cess (or exponential Vasicek process) (2.10) fluctuates around eθ. I.e. ln(St)
fluctuates around θ.
Definition 2.2.6. A process S following the stochastic differential equation
(2.10) is called a mean-reversion process.
Proposition 2.2.7. If S is a mean-reversion process, then the process ln(St)
is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process.
Proof. Let Zt be
Zt = ln(St).
Thus, with this change of variable and using the Itoˆ’s
dZt = d
(
ln(St)
)
=
1
St
dSt − 1
S2t
(dSt)
2
|o(dt)
= k(θ − Zt)dt+ σdWt − σ
2
2
dt
= k
(
θ − σ
2
2k
− Zt
)
dt+ σdWt.
I.e.,
dZt = k
(
θ − σ
2
2k
− Zt
)
dt+ σdWt. (2.11)
That is a Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with drift term θ − σ2
2k
. 
Corollary 2.2.8. If X is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, then, St = e
Xt is a
mean-reversion process.
Corollary 2.2.9. If Z is a process that satisfies (2.11) then
L(ZT | Ft) = N
(
e−k(T−t)Zt +
(
θ − σ
2
2k
)
(1− e−k(T−t)), σ
2
2k
(1− e−2k(T−t)))),
(2.12)
and
L(ST | Ft) = lnN
(
e−k(T−t) ln(St)+
(
θ−σ
2
2k
)
(1−e−k(T−t)), σ
2
2k
(1−e−2k(T−t)))),
(2.13)
For contracts of long time maturity it is observed that the volatility goes
to zero with this model and this is not observed in the market. To improve
the model, jumps and stochastic volatility will be introduced.
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Figure 2.6: Mean-reversion process realization (T = 3, k = 5, θ = ln(10),
σ = 0.1)
2.3 Seasonality, jumps and stochastic
volatility
The Mean-reversion model and the geometric Brownian motion are the most
common models used when modelling the commodities price processes. In fact,
there are some modifications that can be implemented in these models. In this
section it will be introduced the concepts of seasonality, jumps and stochastic
volatility.
Seasonality
Lots of commodities, such as agricultural or natural gas, exhibit seasonality
in prices. This fact is due to harvest cycles or due to changes in consumption
through a cycle. E.g. the electric consumption is much higher during the
summer due the use of air conditioners. There are several models involving
the seasonality feature. Geman, [3], uses an interesting model modifying the
spot price St by
ln(S(t)) = f(t) +X(t) (2.14)
where f(t) is a deterministic periodic component that will provide the spot
price with seasonality, and where X is a process following either an arithmetic
Brownian motion (2.1) or an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (2.7).
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The function f(t) is usually expressed as a sin or cos with annual or semi-
annual periodicity and it is derived from a database of spot prices.
Note. Note that due (2.14), hence,
S(t) = ef(t) · eX(t)
what means that the process S follows a process similar to eX(t) that would
be a geometric Brownian motion or a mean-reversion process (depending if
the process X is an arithmetic Brownian motion or an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process) modified by a seasonality ratio given by ef(t) that will never cancel
the price process S but will reduce its effect.
In order to understand the equation (2.14) in the same terms that previ-
ously it is interesting to have the associated stochastic differential equation.
Proposition 2.3.1. Given an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, X, and a deter-
ministic function, ft, the process of prices, S, associated to (2.14) satisfy the
stochastic differential equation
dSt
St
=
(
a(b−Xt) + 1
2
σ2
)
dt+ dft + σdWt. (2.15)
Proof. The equation (2.14) is equivalent to
St = e
ft+Xt .
Let Y be the process
Yt = ft +Xt.
By the Itoˆ’s lemma,
dSt = e
YtdYt +
1
2
eYt(dYt)
2
|o(dt)
Note that St = e
Yt , hence
dSt = St(dft + dXt) +
1
2
St
(
a(b−Xt)dt+ σdWt + dft
)2
|o(dt).
Since ft is a deterministic function,
dft = f
′
tdt
hence,
dSt
St
=
(
a(b−Xt) + 1
2
σ2
)
dt+ dft + σdWt

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This model includes the seasonality feature at a low mathematical cost. For
this motive, this is an interesting way for the modelling of commodity seasonal
prices.
Example 2.3.2. If ft =
sin(2pit)
25
thus,
dSt
St
=
(
a(b−Xt) + 2pi
25
cos(2pit)
)
dt+
1
2
σ2dt+ σdWt
which may be written as
dSt
St
= a(bˆt −Xt)dt+ 1
2
σ2dt+ σdWt
with bˆt = b +
2pi
25a
cos(2pit). This may be interpreted as a process that mean-
revert to bˆt, whose value changes with time. This is what gives St the seasonal-
ity feature. Moreover appears a drift term (as in geometric Brownian motion),
1
2
σ2dt.
Figure 2.7: Realization of St with T = 3, σ = 0.1, a = 5, b = ln(10)
One of the limitations of this model is the assumption of deterministic
seasonality, which is a rough approximation taking in account that the pro-
cesses always had an unpredictable part. The model used presented in [4] is a
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two-state variable model. They consider that the spot price St is described by
dSt = (α + βXt)Stdt+ σStdW1t (2.16)
where Xt is a stochastic process
dXt = (c1 sin(2pit+ c2)− aXt)dt+ bdW2t (2.17)
and in the most general case they allow for correlation between the two Brow-
nian increments dW1t and dW2t with the coefficient
corr(dW1t, dW2t) = ρdt (2.18)
In essence, this model treats the spot price St as a geometric Brownian
motion with a stochastic drift term, (α+βXt), that has one constant part and
the other one follows a mean-reversion process with mean-revert seasonal drift
term. Note that the correlation (2.18) links the S drift term to its noise part.
This model is much more complex than the Geman one. In this work it
will be used the Geman model, for its simplicity and low mathematical cost.
The Barbu and Burrage model can be studied deeply in [4].
Jumps in price trajectories
All the models seen assume that the world has a kind of solidity faculty that
assures continuity of the trajectories they produce. This is, in fact, untrue.
Important events in history have affected the trend of the market, the crash of
1987 or the Lehman crisis in 2008 are clear examples. This breaking news are
traduced as price jumps in the market. This jumps were introduced in 1976 by
Merton through a jump component added to the diffusion term. This diffusion
term is usually modelled as a Poisson process.
Definition 2.3.3. A Poisson process with intensity λ is a process N taking
values in N such that:
(i) if s < t then Ns ≤ Nt and N0 = 0,
(ii) P
(
N(t+ h) = n+m | N(t) = n) =

λh+ o(h) if m = 1,
o(h) if m > 1,
1− λh+ o(h) if m = 0,
(iii) if s < t, the number N(t) − N(s) of emissions in the interval (s, t] is
independent of the times of emissions during [0, s].
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The processN may be interpreted as a counting process. Every “ocurrence”
or “emission” of N will be a jump in the price process. For this, it would be
interesting to know the distribution of N(t).
Theorem 2.3.4. Let N be a Poisson process with intesity λ, hence, N has the
Poisson distribution with parameter λt. I.e.
P (N(t) = j) =
(λt)je−λt
j!
, ∀j ∈ N.
Proof. Conditioning N(t+ h) to N(t)
P
(
N(t+ h) = j
)
=
∑
i
P
(
N(t) = i
)
P
(
N(t+ h) = j | N(t) = i)
= P
(
N(t) = j − 1)(λh+ o(h)) + P(N(t) = j)(1− λh+ o(h)) + o(h)
= P
(
N(t) = j − 1)λh+ P(N(t) = j)(1− λh) + o(h).
Let pj(t) = P
(
N(t) = j
)
. Thus, pj(t) satisfies
pj(t+ h) = λhpj−1(t) + (1− λh)pj(t) + o(h) if j 6= 0,
p0(t+ h) = (1− λh)p0(t) + o(h).
Subtract pj(t) from each side of the first equation, divide by h, and let h ↓ 0
to obtain
p′j(t) = λ
(
pj−1(t)− pj(t)
)
if j 6= 0; (2.19)
likewise
p′0(t) = −λp0(t). (2.20)
The boundary condition is
pj(0) =
{
1 if j = 0,
0 otherwise.
Solving (2.20) with the condition p0(0) = 1 it is obtained
p0(t) = e
−λt.
Substituting this into (2.19) with j = 1 it is obtained
p1(t) = λte
−λt.
And by induction
pj(t) =
(λt)j
j!
e−λt.

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Figure 2.8: Probabilities of a Poisson distribution with different λ parameters
Note. The Poisson distribution is commonly used for counting uncommon
events. E.g. the counting of printing errors per page in a book or the number
of α particles emitted by a radioactive substance. The parameter λ may be
interpreted as the expected number of events or ocurrences per unit of time.
A Poisson process can be understood through a different formulation which
provides much insight into its behaviour. The process can be characterized
giving the interarrival times between the jumps an exponential distribution.
Definition 2.3.5. Given Nt a Poisson process, the time of the nth arrival Tn
is defined by
Tn = inf{t | N(t) = n}.
Note that T0 = 0.
Definition 2.3.6. The interrival times are the random variables {Xi}i≥1 given
by
Xn = Tn − Tn−1.
Note. From knowledge of Nt it is possible to find the values of {Xi}i≥1 by the
previous definitions. Conversely, it is possible to construct Nt from {Xi}i≥1 by
Tn =
n∑
i
Xi, N(t) = max{n | Tn ≤ t}.
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Figure 2.9: Poisson process N(t) realitzation
Theorem 2.3.7. The random variables {Xi}i≥1 are independent, each having
the exponential distribution with parameter λ.
Proof. First of all consider X1:
P (X1 > t) = P (N(t) = 0) = e
−λt
since Nt has the Poisson distribution with parameter λ (Theorem 2.3.4). And
so X1 is exponentially distributed. Now, conditioning on X1,
P (X2 > t | X1 = t1) = P
(
no arrival in (t1, t1 + t] | X1 = t1
)
.
The event {X1 = t1} is referred to arrivals during the time interval [0, t1],
whereas the event {no arrival in (t1, t1 + t]} is referred to arrivals after time t1.
From the Definition 2.3.3, these events are independent, hence
P (X2 > t | X1 = t1) = P
(
no arrival in (t1, t1 + t]
)
= e−λt.
Thus X2 is independent of X1, and has the same distribution. Similarly,
P (Xn+1 > t | X1 = t1, . . . , Xn = tn) = P
(
no arrival in (T, T + t]
)
where T = t1 + t2 + · · ·+ tn, and the claim of the theorem follows by induction
on n. 
This theorem allow to understand and forecast better the new arrivals of
informations that will be translated as jumps in the price trajectories.
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Proposition 2.3.8. If N is a Poisson process with intensity λ hence
dNt =
{
0 with probability 1− λdt
1 with probability λdt
Proof. It comes directly from the second statement of the Definition 2.3.3. 
The jump component is formed by the Poisson process and a real valued
random variable Ut that will determine the magnitude of the jump. This leads
to the geometric Brownian motion with jumps or the mean-reversion processes
with jumps:
dSt
St
= µdt+ σdWt + UtdNt (2.21)
dSt
St
= k(θ − ln(St))dt+ σdWt + UtdNt (2.22)
Note. The usual and practical assumption is that the Brownian motion dWt
and the Poisson process dNt are not correlated.
The common choice for the distribution of Ut is a normal distribution. The
two big problems with jump processes are: the impossibility to build a risk-
less portfolio; and the difficulty with parameters estimative. I.e., although the
implementation of the jump component has a low mathematical cost, the pric-
ing and calibrating of assets, derivatives and models become a really complex
problem. The jump model will not be discussed later.
Stochastic volatility models
All the seen models assume that volatility is constant. In practice volatility
varies through time. The daily fluctuations of the return of asset prices typ-
ically exhibit volatility clustering where large moves follow large moves and
small moves follow small moves. Also, the distribution of asset price returns
is peaked and fat-tailed, this indicates a mixture of heterogeneous distribu-
tion with different variances. The first approximation to this problem would
be supposing that the volatility parameter is a known deterministic function.
The price process is then
dSt
St
= µdt+ σtdWt
where St is a geometric Brownian motion. This assumption implies that the
instantaneous volatility of an asset is predictable. Actually, that is not the
best approximation. The volatility parameter can be approximated through
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a stochastic model. This leads to a two-state variable model: the stock price
and its volatility.
The modelling of stochastic volatility is due to Heston in 1993, [5]. This
model takes the price standard deviation,
√
vt, as a mean-reversion process to
zero correlated with the asset price process. This lead to the model
dSt = µStdt+
√
vtStdZ1t,
d
√
vt = −β√vtdt+ δdZ2t,
dZ1tdZ2t = ρdt,
(2.23)
where Z1t and Z2t are two Brownian motions correlated with ρ. It is clear
that
√
vt mean-revert to 0. The point of the model is to express the second
equation of (2.23) depending of dvt the differential of the price’s variance.
Proposition 2.3.9. The stochastic differential equation
d
√
vt = −β√vtdt+ δdZ2t
is equivalent to
dvt = k(v − vt)dt+ η√vtdZ2t, (2.24)
where k = 2β, v = δ
2
2β
, η = 2δ.
Proof. Since dvt = d(
√
vt)
2 using the Itoˆ’s lemma it is given
dvt = d
(√
vt
)2
= 2
√
vtd
√
vt +
(
d
√
vt
)2
|o(dt)
= 2
√
vt(−β√vtdt+ δdZ2t) + δ2dt
= (δ2 − 2βvt)dt+ 2δ√vtdZ2t
= k(v − vt)dt+ η√vtdZ2t
with k = 2β, v = δ
2
2β
, η = 2δ. 
Summarizing, the Heston model is given by
dSt = µStdt+
√
vtStdZ1t,
dvt = k(v − vt)dt+ η√vtdZ2t,
dZ1tdZ2t = ρdt.
(2.25)
All model parameters are assumed to be constant. Privault, [6], holds that
evidences based on financial market data shows that the variations in volatility
tend to be negatively correlated with the variations of underlying asset prices.
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In this way, the volatility clustering it is better explained. Note that the
parameter v it is often estimated as the average variance rate. Moreover,
Hull and White propose a slightly different model, using the Heston’s model
notation:

dSt = µStdt+
√
vtStdZ1t,
dvt = k(v − vt)dt+ ηvαt dZ2t,
dZ1tdZ2t = 0.
(2.26)
Basically there are two differences:
(i) The Brownian motion that drive the price process and the price’s variance
process are not correlated. This is a simplification of the Heston model.
Assuming that the correlation ρ it is different of zero is more complicated.
(ii) Hull and White’s model gives a freedom degree including the parameter
α. The case α = 0.5 leads to the Heston ρ = 0 model.
Working on this type of model, Hull and White calculate the European call
price. And for the case α = 0.5 Hull and White provide a series expansion and
Heston, [5], provides an analytic result.
The stochastic volatility impact on pricing is fairly small in absolute term
for options that last less than a year (although in percentage terms it can be
quite large for deep-out-of-the-money options). It becomes progessively larger
as the life of the option increases.
3Plain Vanilla Options on
Commodity Spot and Forward
Prices
The aim of this chapter is to assign a price to the main derivatives on com-
modities. To achieve this goal various techniques are used. The neutral risk
valuation and the martingales theory are essential to price this kind of prod-
ucts. To price the options related to the mean-reversion models the neutral
risk valuation becomes a tough path. This products will be priced through the
Montecarlo method, a simulation method.
Before going inside this chapter it is important to recall some items seen
in the introduction:
St, underlying asset price at time t.
T , maturity date.
X, strike price.
Ft, strike agreed at time t for a forward contract price.
ft, forward contract price at time t.
ct, European call price at time t.
pt, European put price at time t.
c0, European call premium.
p0, European put premium.
Position: buyer (long) or seller (writer).
The first derivative to study are the forwards involving commodities.
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3.1 Forward pricing
The forward has a singular property, the forward contract price ft and the
forward price Ft do not depend on the model attributed to the underlying
asset St. The first step is to deduce ft and Ft for non-dividend paying stocks.
All this propositions are argued in the same way. The prices are set making
the following assumptions:
(i) No taxes, no transaction costs: “frictionless markets”.
(ii) Interest rates are constant: r denotes the continuously compound rate.
(iii) There are no arbitrage opportunities: with a zero initial wealth and tak-
ing no risk at initial date, the final wealth will be surely zero at date
T .
Proposition 3.1.1. For a non-dividend paying stock S, the forward price set
at time t is given by
Ft = Ste
r(T−t). (3.1)
Proof. To prove this equality, it will be constructed an arbitrage strategy for
the inequalities
Ft < Ste
r(T−t),
Ft > Ste
r(T−t).
For the first one, the strategy is given by Strategy 1 (Table 3.1).
At time t At time T
Take long position in a for-
ward starting at t
Receive Ste
r(T−t) from in-
vestment
Short one unit of asset for
St
Buy asset for Ft due the for-
ward obligation
Invest St at r for T − t Close short sell
Profit realized: Ste
r(T−t) − Ft > 0
Table 3.1: Strategy 1
Which is a free risk operation with benefits. The strategy for the second
inequality is given by Strategy 2 (Table 3.2).
Which is also a free risk operation with benefits. This means that, a priori,
the unique price arbitrage-free is
Ft = Ste
r(T−t).

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At time t At time T
Take short position in a for-
ward starting at t
Sell asset for Ft due the for-
ward obligation
Buy one unit of asset for St Pay Ste
r(T−t) for the loan
with interest
Borrow St at r for T − t
Profit realized: Ft − Ster(T−t) > 0
Table 3.2: Strategy 2
Note. The forward price at maturity is exactly the asset value. I.e. FT = ST .
Note. Most of the proves using the construction of arbitrage strategies assure
that the price could be that one. In the case of the forward it has been proved
that Ft cannot be less or more than Ste
r(T−t). But what is not proved is that
Ste
r(T−t) is an arbitrage-free price. It has not been proved if Ster(T−t) is the fair
price or not, it has been proved that if Ft 6= Ster(T−t) then exists an arbitrage
strategy.
Note. It is important to note that no model, related to the behaviour of St,
has been used. Although, as will be seen later, this is not the forward price
that will be used in commodities.
The next step is to calculate the forward contract price ft.
Proposition 3.1.2. For a non-dividend paying stock S, the forward contract
price set at time t is given by
ft = St −Xe−r(T−t). (3.2)
Proof. To prove this equality, it will be constructed an arbitrage strategy for
the inequalities
ft < St −Xe−r(T−t),
ft > St −Xe−r(T−t).
For the first one, the arbitrage strategy is given by Strategy 1 (Table 3.3).
Which is a free risk operation with benefits. The strategy for the second
inequality is given by Strategy 2 (Table 3.4).
Which is also a free risk operation with benefits. This means that, a priori,
the unique arbitrage-free price is
ft = St −Xe−r(T−t).

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At time t At time T
Short one unit of asset for
St
Receive X from investment
Buy a long position forward
contract for ft
Buy asset for X due the for-
ward obligation
InvestXe−r(T−t) at r for T−
t
Close short sell
Profit realized: St − ft −Xe−r(T−t) > 0
Table 3.3: Strategy 1
At time t At time T
Borrow Xe−r(T−t) at r for
T − t
Sell asset for X due the for-
ward obligation
Buy one unit of asset for St Pay X for the loan with in-
terest
Buy a short position in a
forward contract for −ft
Profit realized: ft +Xe
−r(T−t) − St > 0
Table 3.4: Strategy 2
Corollary 3.1.3. The forward contract price is given by
ft = (Ft −X)e−r(T−t). (3.3)
Note. Using (3.3) thus
f0 = fT = 0. (3.4)
This is the forward pricing basis. One of the most valuable result in finances
is the put-call parity. The put-call parity is a relation between an European
call price and its equivalent European put price.
Proposition 3.1.4. At date t, the European put p, which has the same strike
X, maturity T , and same underlying asset S as the European call c has a price
pt related to ct through the fundamental relationship
ct − pt = St −Xe−r(T−t) (3.5)
where t is any date prior or equal to the maturity T .
Proof. As seen previously, to prove (3.5) it will be seen that
ct +Xe
−r(T−t) < St + pt,
ct +Xe
−r(T−t) > St + pt.
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At time t At time T
If ST > X If ST < X
Short one unit of asset for
St
Receive X from the invest-
ment.
Receive X from the invest-
ment
Sell one put for pt Exercise the call and buy
the asset for X
Do not exercise the call
Buy one call for ct The put is not exercised The put is exercised, buy as-
set for X
InvestXe−r(T−t) at r for T−
t
Cancel short sell Cancel short sell
Profit realized: St + pt − ct −Xe−r(T−t) > 0
Table 3.5: Strategy 1
At time t At time T
If ST > X If ST < X
Borrow Xe−r(T−t) at r for
T − t
The call is exercised, sell as-
set for X
The call is not exercised
Sell one call for ct Do not exercise the put Exercise the put, sell asset
for X
Buy one put for pt Pay X for the loan with in-
terests
Pay X for the loan with in-
terests
Buy one unit of asset for St
Profit realized: Xe−r(T−t) + ct − pt − St > 0
Table 3.6: Strategy 1
The arbitrage strategy built for the first inequality is Strategy 1 (table 3.5),
which is a free risk operation with benefits. The strategy for the second in-
equality is given by Strategy 2 (Table 3.6).
Which is also a free risk operation with benefits. This means that, a priori,
ct − pt = St −Xe−r(T−t).

Note. The option pricing will be shown to be very complex. The put-call
parity is a fast path to calculate the price if one of the call or put price has
been calculated. It is important to note that it has not been used any model
related to the behaviour of St.
Note. The right-hand side of the equation (3.5) may be written as ft. Thus,
the put-call parity may be written as
ct − pt = ft.
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There are special kinds of assets that report an income, I, or a known yield,
q. This leads to a new forward pricing.
Proposition 3.1.5. The forward price and forward contract price for an un-
derlying asset reporting a known income I or a known yield q, in the period
[t, T ], at time t are given by
Ft = (St − I)er(T−t) (3.6)
ft = St − I −Xe−r(T−t) (3.7)
Ft = Ste
(r−q)(T−t) (3.8)
ft = Ste
−q(T−t) −Xe−r(T−t) (3.9)
To incorporate the commodities properties this equations will be very use-
ful. The main factors that have to be added to the model when dealing with
commodities are:
(i) Storage costs
(ii) Consumption factor
(iii) Convenience yields
Most of the commodities must be stored. The main exception is the elec-
tricity. This storage has a constant cost that must be paid by the forward
writer, since is who is holding the asset. The storage costs may be interpreted
as a negative income. If Ut is the total cost of the storages in t thus
Ft = (St + Ut)e
r(T−t). (3.10)
This also can be added as a cost per annum proportion u.
Ft = Ste
(r+u)(T−t). (3.11)
One of the most important factors when analysing commodity stock mar-
kets is to take in account the usage of the commodity. It is important to
distinguish between consumption assets and investment assets. For this rea-
sons it is necessary to revisit the forward pricing method.
Proposition 3.1.6. If S is a consumption asset with storage costs Ut, then,
at date t,
Ft ≤ (St + Ut)er(T−t). (3.12)
If S is an investment asset with storage costs Ut, at date t the forward price is
given by (3.10).
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Proof. To prove (3.10) and (3.12), the arbitrages strategies must be reviewed
carefully. First of all, suppose that
Ft > (St + Ut)e
r(T−t).
In this case, the strategy in Table 3.2 can be used but instead of borrowing
St, it must be borrowed St + Ut. There is no problem in implementing the
strategy for any commodity.
Suppose next that
Ft < (St + Ut)e
r(T−t).
When the commodity is an investment asset, can be supposed that the investors
hold the commodity only for investment. In this case, the investors will follow
the strategy in Table 3.1 but instead of investing St it can be invested St +Ut
since the storage cost has been saved. This argument cannot be used for
a consumption commodity. Since it is a consumption asset, the commodity
holders usually plan to use it in some way. They are reticent to sell the
commodity in the market and buy forward contracts, essentially because a
forward contract cannot be consumed or used in an industrial process. There
is therefore nothing to stop the inequality from holding. Thus the only that
can be asserted for a consumption commodity is
Ft ≤ (St + Ut)er(T−t).

If storages costs are expressed as an annum proportion u, thus the (3.12)
equivalent result is
Ft ≤ Ste(r+u)(T−t). (3.13)
Example 3.1.7. An oil refiner is unlikely to enter in a forward contract on
crude oil in the same way as crude oil held in inventory. The held crude oil
can be an input to the refining process, physical asset enables a manufacturer
to keep a production process running and perhaps profit from temporary local
shortages. A forward contract cannot be used in the same way.
Definition 3.1.8. The benefits from holding the physical asset is the conve-
nience yield provided by the commodity. If the storage cost is Ut, then the
convenience yield y is defined such that
Fte
y(T−t) = (St + Ut)er(T−t) (3.14)
With the convenience yield, the forward price in consumption commodities
may be written as
Ft = Ste
(r+u−y)(T−t) (3.15)
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The convenience yield reflects the market’s expectation concerning the fu-
ture availability of the commodity. As much big are the inventories, there is
very little chance of shortages in the near future and the convenience yield will
tend to be low. If there are much possibilities of shortages, the convenience
yield will tend to be high.
Note. If the storage cost is written as an annum proportion u. Then, u may
be interpreted as a premium on the free-risk interest rate r. And the conve-
nience yield may be interpreted as a known incoming yield, in the sense that
y measures the value of holding the commodity.
In general, all this modifications can be implemented through the cost of
carry, c. This measures the storage cost plus u, the free-risk interest rate r,
and the known yield q. In the case of commodities
c = r − q + u. (3.16)
Then, the forward price may be written as
Ft = S
c(T−t)
t , (3.17)
and in the case of consumption commodities
Ft = S
(c−y)(T−t)
t (3.18)
where y is the convenience yield.
Here has been assumed that the delivery location for spot and forward are
the same. Including delivery costs may complicate more the equations.
3.2 Martingales
Up to now, it has been discussed which would be the best model to fit the com-
modity spot prices, always allowing a stochastic part based on the Brownian
motion Wt. Recalling the definition of the Brownian motion, this Brownian
motion it is seen under a probability measure P . This fact has not been treated
or considered in detail. As seen in the introduction, a filtration may be inter-
preted as a history or as information. To understand better the role of this
probability measure P , it is necessary to introduce the martingales.
Definition 3.2.1. A stochastic process M is a martingale with respect to a
measure P if and only if
(i) EP (|Mt|) <∞ ∀t and
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(ii) EP (Mt|Fs) = Ms ∀s ≤ t.
Note. The first condition is merely a technical fact. The second condition
implies that, under one measure, the expected value of the process M in the
future it is exactly the same as now. It is not expected to drift upwards or
downwards.
Example 3.2.2. The constant process X = k is a martingale with respect to
any measure since
EP (X|Fs) = k = X
for any measure.
Proposition 3.2.3. A P -Brownian motion is a P -martingale.
Proof. It make sense to think that the Brownian motion does not move con-
sistently up or down, it is as likely to do either. To check this formally, it is
necessary to see that EP (Wt|Fs) = Ws. By the definition, it is known that
Wt −Ws is independent of Fs and distributed as N(0, t− s). Thus
EP (Wt|Fs) = EP (Ws|Fs) + EP (Wt −Ws|Fs)
= Ws + 0
= Ws.

Proposition 3.2.4. The process Xt = Wt + γt where Wt is a P -Brownian
motion is a P -martingale if and only if γ = 0.
Proof. It is given that
E(Xt|Fs) = E(Wt + γt|Fs)
= E(Wt|Fs) + γt
= Ws + γt
= Xs + γ(t− s).
By the martingale second condition, Xs = Xs + γ(t − s). Thus Xs is a P -
martingale if and only if γ = 0. 
Lemma 3.2.5 (Normality criterion). Let X be a random variable. If X is
distributed as a N(µ, σ2), then EP (e
X) = eµ+
1
2
σ2. In particular, EP (e
kX) =
ekµ+
1
2
k2σ2 ∀k ∈ R.
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Proof.
EP (e
X) =
1√
2piσ2
∫ ∞
−∞
exe−
(x−µ)2
2σ2 dx
= eµ+
1
2
σ2 1√
2piσ2
∫ ∞
−∞
e−
(x−µ−σ2)2
2σ2 dx
= eµ+
1
2
σ2 .
The last equality holds since the integral is the integral over all R of the density
function of a normal distribution. 
The Cameron-Martin-Girsanov theorem (CMG) shows what is happening
to a Brownian motion when the probability measure changes.
Theorem 3.2.6 (CMG theorem). Let (Ω,A, P ) be a probability space, Wt a
P -Brownian motion and Ft a filtration. Let γt be Ft-predictable satisfying
EP
(
exp
(1
2
∫ T
0
γ2t dt
))
<∞
then, exists a probability measure Q such that
(i) Q and P are equivalent.
(ii)
dQ
dP
= exp
(
−
∫ T
0
γtdWt − 1
2
∫ T
0
γ2t dt
)
.
(iii) The process Wˆt = Wt +
∫ T
0
γsds is a Q-Brownian motion.
Somehow this theorem is useful to control and correct the stochastic dif-
ferential drifts. In fact, there exists too the CMG reciprocal theorem.
Theorem 3.2.7 (CMG reciprocal theorem). Let Wt be a P -Brownian motion
and Q a probability measure equivalent to P . Then, exists a process γt that is
Ft-predictable such that the process
Wˆt = Wt +
∫ t
0
γsds
is a Q-Brownian motion. Moreover, the Radon-Nikodym derivative is given by
dQ
dP
= exp
(
−
∫ T
0
γtdWt − 1
2
∫ T
0
γ2t dt
)
.
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Example 3.2.8. Let X be the random process that satisfies the SDE
dXt = σtdWt + µtdt
with Wt a P -Brownian motion. The goal is to find the probability measure Q
under whom the process satisfies
dXt = σtdWˆt + νtdt.
If the process
γt =
µt − νt
σt
satisfies the L2 condition, hence by the CMG Theorem exists a probability
measure Q such that
Wˆt = Wt +
∫ t
0
µsνs
σs
ds
is a Q-Brownian motion. Then the equivalent SDE is given by
dWˆt = dWt +
µt − νt
σt
dt.
Thus, under Q
dXt = σtdWˆt + νtdt.
This leads to the main result in martingales. The martingale representation
theorem relates two non-trivial P -martingales scaling one of them respect to
the other one.
Theorem 3.2.9 (Martingale representation theorem). Suppose that Mt is a
Q-martingale process. Then if Nt is any other Q-martingale, there exists a
F-predictable process φ such that∫ T
0
φ2sds <∞
satisfying that ∀t ∈ [0, T ]
Nt = N0 +
∫ t
0
φsdMs.
Or in the SDE notation
dNt = φtdMt.
Essentially this result claims that if there is a measure Q under which Mt
is a Q-martingale, then any other Q-martingale can be represented in terms of
Mt.
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Corollary 3.2.10. If Mt is a P -martingale, then Mt has no drift.
Proof. Since Mt is a P -martingale, using the martingale representation theo-
rem with a P -Brownian motion Wt is given that
dMt = φtdWt
where φt is a F -predictable process. 
Finally there are two more criterion to take care of when calculating prices:
the martingale criterion and the exponential martingale criterion.
Lemma 3.2.11 (Martingale criterion). If X is a process satisfying
dXt = σtdWt + µtdt,
and
EP
(∫ T
0
σ2sds
)
<∞,
then, X is a P -martingale if and only if µt = 0 ∀t ∈ [0, T ].
Lemma 3.2.12 (Exponential martingale criterion). If dXt = σtXtdWt, for
some F-predictable process σt, then
EP
(
exp
(1
2
∫ T
0
σ2sds
))
⇔ X is a martingale.
3.3 Neutral risk valuation
All the martingale theory seen is important for the neutral risk valuation. To
price the derivatives, it is assumed that the implicit risk in all the transactions
is common. There are no risk preferences. In a world where investors are risk
neutral, the expected return on all investment assets is the risk-free rate of
interest r. The reason is that risk-neutral investors do not require a premium
to induce them to take risks. This assumption does, therefore, considerably
simplify the analysis of derivatives.
Note. It is important to appreciate that neutral risk valuation (or the assump-
tion that all investors are risk neural) is merely an artificial device for obtaining
the derivative’s price. This assumption provides the investor the certainty that
this will be the fair price. In the way that if the price is different there will be
an arbitrage opportunity.
To use this model, there are few assumptions that must be stated:
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(i) There are not transactions costs.
(ii) It can be taken at any moment a long or a short position.
The aim of the valuation is to price a derivative.
Definition 3.3.1. The value of a derivative at time t is a random variable
Dt : Ω→ R. The value of the derivative at the maturity T is the payoff of the
derivative.
Definition 3.3.2. The non-dividend paying bond is described by the process
B = {Bt}0≤t≤T where
Bt = B0e
rt (3.19)
is its value at time t and r the risk-free rate of interest.
When pricing, there are two main questions:
1. The value of D0.
2. The hedging strategy.
Definition 3.3.3. The hedging strategy of a derivative D is the portfolio
Π that must hold the short position at any time t ∈ [0, T ]. The portfolio
Πt = (Φt,Ψt) is a pair of Φt units of underlying asset and Ψt units of bonds.
Satisfying:
(i) Φ = {Φt}0≤t≤T and Ψ = {Ψt}0≤t≤T are Ft-predictable processes.
(ii) If Vt = ΦtSt + ΨtBt is the value of the portfolio Πt at time t, then the
process V satisfies the SDE
dVt = ΦtdSt + Ψ+dBt. (3.20)
(iii) The portfolio value at maturity is the derivative payoff. I.e.
VT = ΦTST + ΨTBT = DT .
To deduce the existence of hedging strategies it will be used the martingale
representation theorem (Theorem 3.2.9). Moreover the updated prices must
be considered.
Definition 3.3.4. The updated price process Z is defined as
Zt = B
−1
t St. (3.21)
The updated payoff is also considered, ZT = B
−1
T DT .
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Proposition 3.3.5. Given a derivative D over an underlying asset S, there
exists a hedging strategy given by the portfolio Πt = (Φt,Ψt).
Proof. The construction of the hedging strategy is:
(i) Applying the CMG theorem, is taken the probability measure Q such
that Z is a Q-martingale.
(ii) The process {Et}0≤t≤T is considered where Et = EQ(B−1T DT | Ft). This
process is adapted to the filtration Ft and by the Tower’s Law (Proposi-
tion 1.1.6) it is also a Q-martingale.
(iii) Applying the the martingale representation theorem (Theorem 3.2.9), it
is taken the predictable process Φ such that dEt = ΦtdZt ∀t ∈ [0, T ].
(iv) It is considered the process Π, Πt = (Φt,Ψt), Φt, Ψt : Ω→ R, defined by
Φt units of S and Φt = Et − ΦtZt bonds.
Now must be seen that this hedging strategy satisfies the three conditions
of the hedging strategy’s definition:
(i) Φt is a predictable process for the martingale representation theorem.
And also is the Ψt process.
(ii) It can be observed that the value of Πt at time t is
Vt = ΦtSt + ΨtBt
= ΦtSt + (Et − ΦtZt)Bt
= BtEt.
Therefore,
dVt = d(BtEt)
= (dBt)Et +Bt(dEt)
= (dBt)(ΦtZt + Ψt) +Bt(ΦtdZt)
= Φt
(
(dBt)Zt +BtdZt
)
+ ΨtBt
= Φtd(BtZt) + ΨtdBt
= ΦtdSt + ΨtdBt.
(iii) The value of Π at maturity T is
VT = ΦTST + (ET − ΦTZT )BT
= ETBT
= BTEQ(B
−1
T DT | FT )
= DT .
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
At this point if the free-arbitrage assumption is imposed, it is given that
Dt = Vt
= BtEt
= BtEQ(B
−1
T DT | Ft)
= e−r(T−t)EQ(DT | Ft),
where Q is the probability measure that makes Zt a Q-martingale.
Note. It can be observed that at time t it can be constructed a process Πt that
allows to reach the maturity replicating the derivative payoff with no risk.
Corollary 3.3.6. The premium of the derivative at time 0 is the updated
expected payoff,
D0 = e
−rTEQ(DT ).
Note. The premium of the derivative is the updated expected payoff under
the neutral risk measure. This means simply that under the measure Q a
derivative is a fair play, in the sense that the price is set to be fair. When
the people speculates with derivatives is using its own probability measure in
the way that its expectation will be bigger. This fact can be due that they
have privileged information (what is nowadays under control) or a personal
intuition.
In conclusion, given S the price process of the underlying asset, B the bond
value and DT the derivative’s payoff at the maturity T . To calculate D0,
(i) construct Q such that Zt = B
−1
t St is a Q-martingale,
(ii) consider the Q-martingale Et = EQ(B
−1
T DT | Ft),
(iii) take the F -predictable process Φ such that dEt = ΦtdZt (via the mar-
tingale representation theorem),
(iv) consider the portfolio Πt = (Φt, Et − ΦtZt).
(v) The derivative value at time t is Dt = BtEt. In particular, D0 =
e−rTEQ(DT ).
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3.4 Derivatives on geometric Brownian
motion model
The path to price derivatives is different depending on the model chosen. In
this section the underlying asset of the derivative is the process S following a
geometric Brownian motion, i.e. the process S satisfy the SDE
dSt
St
= µdt+ σdWt
where µ is drift term, σ the volatility and Wt is a P -Brownian motion. This
is the common stock model also known as the Black-Shcholes model. In fact,
the Black-Scholes model contain a bond Bt and a stock St with SDEs
dBt = rBtdt, (3.22)
dSt = St
(
µdt+ σdWt
)
, (3.23)
where r is the constant interest rate.
Note. First of all will be studied the case were St is a non-dividend-paying
stock. Then, this feature will be considered.
Following the steps stated in the previous section, the first step to price a
derivative D is to make the discounted stock price
Zt = B
−1
t St
into a martingale. That is, if
Wˆt = Wt +
∫ t
0
γds = Wt + tγ
is a Q-Brownian motion, then Zt has SDE
dZt = Zt(σdWˆt + (µ− r − σγ)dt).
The equality holds by the CMG theorem seen in previous sections. Then, Z is
a Q-martingale if
γ =
µ− r
σ
due the exponential martingale criterion. This leads to a condition on S for
the neutral risk valuation.
Proposition 3.4.1. If St follows the SDE
dSt = St
(
rdt+ σdWt
)
(3.24)
where r is the free-risk interest rate, σ the asset’s volatility and Wt a P -
Brownian motion. Then, under P , the discounted price process
Zt = B
−1
t St
is a P -martingale.
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The Black-Scholes formula for pricing European calls
and European puts
The derivatives that will be priced are the European call and the European
put options. First of all will be calculated the call price through the neutral
risk valuation method and then will be calculated the put price through the
put-call parity (which easier and faster). The following result is one of the
most important results in the financial modelling field.
Proposition 3.4.2 (European call price). If ct is the price of a European
call at time t of an non-dividend-paying underlying asset S following the SDE
(3.24) with strike X at maturity time T , let be
d1 =
1
σ
√
T − t
(
ln
(St
X
)
+
(
r +
1
2
σ2
)
(T − t)
)
, (3.25)
d2 =
1
σ
√
T − t
(
ln
(St
X
)
+
(
r − 1
2
σ2
)
(T − t)
)
, (3.26)
and let N(x) be the probability distribution function of a N(0, 1), i.e.
N(x) =
1√
2pi
∫ x
−∞
e−
v2
2 dv.
Thus
ct = StN(d1)−Xe−r(T−t)N(d2). (3.27)
Proof. First of all will be calculated the value of c0. Then the ct value is the
same that c0 if instead of maturity T the maturity taken is T − t.
The payoff of the European call is given by
DT = cT = max(ST −X, 0) = (ST −X)+.
At time t, the call value is
c0 = V0
= B0E0
= B0EQ(B
−1
T cT |F0)
= e−rTEQ((ST −X)+).
Under the probability measure Q the value of St is given by
St = S0 exp
((
r − 1
2
σ2
)
t+ σWt
)
,
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with Wt a Q-Brownian motion. Thus,
ST = S0 exp
((
r − 1
2
σ2
)
T + σWT
)
= S0 exp(rT + Y ),
with Y = −1
2
σ2T + σWt ∼ N
(
− 1
2
σ2T, σ2T
)
under Q. Hence
c0 = e
−rTEQ
(
(S0 exp(rT + Y )−X)+
)
= EQ
(
(S0e
Y −Xe−rT )+)
= EQ
(
f(Y )
)
where f : R → R is defined by f(y) = (S0ey − Xe−rT )+. Using that the
probability distribution function of N(µ, σ2) is
g(y) =
1√
2piσ2
exp
(
− (y − µ)
2
2σ2
)
therefore
c0 = EQ
(
f(Y )
)
=
1√
2piσ2T
∫ ∞
−∞
f(y) exp
(
−
(
y + 1
2
σ2T
)2
2σ2T
)
dy.
Then, since
f(y) = 0⇔ S0ey −Xe−rT ≤ 0
⇔ ey ≤ S−10 Xe−rt
⇔ y ≤ ln
(X
S0
)
− rT,
then
c0 =
1√
2piσ2T
∫ ∞
ln
(
X
S0
)
−rT
(
S0e
y −Xe−rT ) exp(− (y + 12σ2T)2
2σ2T
)
dy.
Using the change of variable v = − 1
σ
√
T
(
y + 1
2
σ2T
)
, then, the changes are
(i) y = −σ
√
Tv − 1
2
σ2T ,
(ii)
ln
(X
S0
)
− rT ≤ y <∞⇔ ln
(X
S0
)
− rT ≤ −σ
√
Tv − 1
2
σ2T <∞
⇔ ln
(X
S0
)
−
(
r − 1
2
σ2
)
T ≤ −σ
√
Tv <∞
⇔ 1
σ
√
T
(
ln
(S0
X
)
+
(
r − 1
2
σ2
)
T
)
≥ v > −∞,
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(iii) S0e
y −Xe−rT = S0 exp
(
− σ
√
Tv − 1
2
σ2T
)
−Xe−rT ,
(iv) −
(
y + 1
2
σ2T
)2
2σ2T
= −1
2
v2,
(v) dy = −σ√Tdv.
Then,
c0 =
−σ√T√
2piσ2Tr
∫ −∞
1
σ
√
T
(
ln
(
S0
X
)
+
(
r− 1
2
σ2
)
T
) (S0e−σ√Tv− 12σ2T −Xe−rT)e− 13vdv
=
1√
2pi
∫ 1
σ
√
T
(
ln
(
S0
X
)
+
(
r− 1
2
σ2
)
T
)
−∞
(
S0e
−σ√Tv− 1
2
σ2T −Xe−rT
)
e−
1
3
vdv
= S0
1√
2pi
∫ d2
−∞
exp
(
− σ
√
Tv − 1
2
σ2T − 1
2
v2
)
dv −Xe−rT 1√
2pi
∫ d2
−∞
e−
1
2
v2dv
where d2 =
1
σ
√
T
(
ln
(
St
X
)
+
(
r − 1
2
σ2
)
T
)
. The first integral may be written
as ∫ d2
−∞
exp
(
− σ
√
Tv − 1
2
σ2T − 1
2
v2
)
dv =
∫ d2
−∞
exp
(
− 1
2
(
v + σ
√
T
)2)
dv.
Substituting
c0 = S0
1√
2pi
∫ d2
−∞
e−
1
2
(
v+σ
√
T
)2
dv −Xe−rT
∫ d2
−∞
e−
1
2
v2dv
= S0
1√
2pi
∫ d2+σ√T
−∞
e−
1
2
w2dw −Xe−rT 1√
2pi
∫ d2
−∞
e−
1
2
v2dv
= S0N(d1)−Xe−rTN(d2),
where d1 = d2 +σ
√
T = 1
σ
√
T
(
ln
(
St
X
)
+
(
r+ 1
2
σ2
)
T
)
, N(x) =
∫ x
−∞ e
− 1
2
v2dv is
the distribution function of a normal distributionN(0, 1) and w = v+σ
√
T . 
Once calculated the call price, it is simple to calculate the European put
price.
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Corollary 3.4.3. If pt is the price of a European put at time t of an non-
dividend-paying underlying asset S following the SDE (3.24) with strike X at
maturity time T , let be
d1 =
1
σ
√
T − t
(
ln
(St
X
)
+
(
r +
1
2
σ2
)
(T − t)
)
, (3.28)
d2 =
1
σ
√
T − t
(
ln
(St
X
)
+
(
r − 1
2
σ2
)
(T − t)
)
, (3.29)
and let N(x) be the probability distribution function of a N(0, 1), i.e.
N(x) =
1√
2pi
∫ x
−∞
e−
v2
2 dv.
Thus
pt = Xe
−r(T−t)N(−d2)− StN(−d1). (3.30)
Proof. Since
ct = StN(d1)−Xe−r(T−t),
from put-call parity (3.5),
ct − pt = St −Xe−r(T−t).
Thus,
pt = ct − St +Xe−r(T−t)
= Xe−r(T−t)
(
1−N(d2)
)− St(1−N(d1))
= Xe−r(T−t)N(−d2)− StN(−d1).

Once the price of the European call and the European put has been calcu-
lated, the next step is to calculate the hedging strategy.
Proposition 3.4.4. The hedging strategy for an European call, ct, is given by
the portfolio process
Πt
(
N(d1), ct −N(d1)St
)
.
Proof. Recall that the underlying asset participation or shares for a derivative
hedging can be calculated as
Πt =
∂Dt
∂S
.
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Then, in the case of the European call,
Φt =
∂ct
∂S
= N(d1) + SN
′(d1)
∂d1
∂S
−Xe−r(T−t)N ′(d2)∂d2
∂S
,
where
N ′(x) =
1√
2pi
e−
x2
2 ,
d21 =
1
σ2(T − t)
(
ln2
(St
X
)
+
(
r+
1
2
σ2
)2
(T − t)2 +2 ln
(St
X
)(
r+
1
2
σ2
)
(T − t)
)
,
d22 =
1
σ2(T − t)
(
ln2
(St
X
)
+
(
r− 1
2
σ2
)2
(T − t)2 +2 ln
(St
X
)(
r− 1
2
σ2
)
(T − t)
)
,
Thus
N ′(d1)
N ′(d2)
=
exp(−1
2
d21)
exp(−1
2
d22)
= exp
(− 1
2
(d21 − d22)
)
= exp
(
− 1
2σ2(T − t)(2rσ2(T − t)2 + 2 ln ( S
X
)
σ2(T − t)))
= exp
(
− r(T − t)− ln ( S
X
))
= exp
(− r(T − t))X
S
.
Hence,
SN ′(d1)−X−r(T−t)N ′(d2) = 0.
This can be used in the fist expression since
∂d1
∂S
=
∂d2
∂S
=
1
σ
√
T − t
1
S
,
then
SN ′(d1)
∂d1
∂S
−Xe−r(T−t)N ′(d2)∂d2
∂S
= 0,
and finally
Φt = N(d1).
The bond part of the portfolio is proved through the definition. 
Before introducing the dividend-paying options (and consequently the op-
tions on commodities), is interesting to see what N(d2) represents.
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Proposition 3.4.5. Under the neutral risk valuation probability measure Q,
the probability of exercising the European call option ct is given by N(d2).
Proof. From (2.5) it is given that
ln(ST ) = ln(St) +
(
r − 1
2
σ2
)
(T − t) + σ(WT −Wt)
where Wt is a Q-Brownian motion. Note that ln(ST ) = Y ∼ N(λ, ρ2) where
λ = ln(St) +
(
r − 1
2
σ2
)
(T − t) and ρ2 = σ2(T − t). Then,
PQ(ST > X) = PQ
(
ln(ST ) > ln(X)
)
= PQ
(
Y > ln(X)
)
=
1√
2piσ2(T − t)
∫ ∞
ln(X)
exp
(
− (x− λ)
2
2σ2(T − t)
)
dx.
Using the change of variable v = − 1
σ
√
T−t(x− λ), then
(i) x = −vσ√T − t+ λ,
(ii)
ln(X) ≤ x ≤ ∞⇔ ln(X) ≤ −vσ√T − t+ λ <∞
⇔ ln(X)− λ ≤ −vσ√T − t <∞
⇔ 1
σ
√
T − t
(
λ− ln(X)) ≥ v ≥ −∞,
(iii) − (x− λ)
2
2σ2(T − t) = −
1
2
v2,
(iv) dx = −σ√T − tdv.
Substituting into the integral,
PQ(ST > X) =
1√
2piσ2(T − t)
∫ ∞
ln(X)
exp
(
− (x− λ)
2
2σ2(T − t)
)
dx
=
−σ√T − t√
2piσ2(T − t
∫ −∞
1
σ
√
T−t
(
λ−ln(X)
) e− 12v2dv
=
1√
2pi
∫ 1
σ
√
T−t
(
λ−ln(X)
)
−∞
e−
1
2
v2dv
= N
( 1
σ
√
T − t
(
λ− ln(X))).
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Returning to d2 definition,
d2 =
1
σ
√
T − t
(
ln(S0) +
(
r − 1
2
σ2
)
(T − t)− ln(X)
)
=
1
σ
√
T − t
(
λ− ln(X)).

Once known the interpretation of N(d1) and N(d2), the call premium ct
may be interpreted as the hedging price StN(d1) minus the strike price updated
at time t per the exercise probability Xe−r(T−t)N(d2), this term in fact is
the expected benefit at time t. This second term may be interpreted as the
proportional cost that will have the call at the maturity.
In the case of the European put, the terms N(−d1) and N(−d2) have a
similar meaning.
Corollary 3.4.6. The hedging strategy for an European put, pt, is given by
the portfolio process
Πt
(
N(−d1), pt −N(−d1)St
)
.
Proof. The proof is analogous to the hedging strategy for an European call.
The main difference is the St term, in this case instead of N(d1) is N(−d1). 
Corollary 3.4.7. Under the neutral risk valuation probability measure Q, the
probability of exercising the European put option pt is given by N(−d2).
Proof. Since
N(−d2) = 1−N(d2),
and
N(d2) = PQ(ST > X),
recall that the probability of exercising an European put is given by PQ(ST <
X), then
PQ(ST < X) = 1− PQ(ST > X)
= 1−N(d2)
= N(−d2).

As in the European call, the put may be interpreted in the same terms.
The put premium pt is the expected benefit updated at time t, that is given
by Xe−r(T−t)N(−d2) minus the hedging cost (that in this case is afforded by
the short position) StN(−d1).
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The Merton formula for dividend-paying stocks and
commodities
In 1973 Merton developed a formula to price dividend-paying stocks. This was
a big step for the pricing of commodities since the main difference between
common stocks and commodities are the convenience yield and the storage
costs. In this case, Merton formula allows to include the convenience yield as
a particular case of dividend payment in a similar way as in forward pricing.
In this model, all assumptions of the Black-Scholes model are kept except
that the underlying asset is supposed to report a continuous dividend payment
at the rate g. I.e. the owner of a stock over the period (t, t + dt) recieves at
date t+ dt the dividend gStdt.
Proposition 3.4.8 (European call price with dividends). If ct is the price of
a European call at time t of an dividend-paying underlying asset S at rate g
following the SDE (3.24) with strike X at maturity time T , let be
d1 =
1
σ
√
T − t
(
ln
(St
X
)
+
(
r − g + 1
2
σ2
)
(T − t)
)
, (3.31)
d2 =
1
σ
√
T − t
(
ln
(St
X
)
+
(
r − g − 1
2
σ2
)
(T − t)
)
, (3.32)
and let N(x) be the probability distribution function of a N(0, 1), i.e.
N(x) =
1√
2pi
∫ x
−∞
e−
v2
2 dv.
Thus
ct = Ste
−g(T−t)N(d1)−Xe−r(T−t)N(d2). (3.33)
Proof. Since X is fixed, it may be written that the call cost isct = c(t, St),dSt
St
= µdt+ σdWt.
Using the Itoˆ’s lemma
dc =
(∂c
∂t
+ µSt
∂c
∂St
+
1
2
σ2S2t
∂2c
∂S2t
)
dt+ σSt
∂c
∂St
dWt,
and building the portfolio Π at date t
V (t, St) = c(t, St) + nSt
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then
dV =
(∂c
∂t
+ µSt
∂c
∂St
+
1
2
σ2S2t
∂2c
∂S2t
)
dt+ σSt
∂c
∂St
dWt + ndSt
=
(∂c
∂t
+ µSt
∂c
∂St
+
1
2
σ2S2t
∂2
∂S2t
+ nµSt
)
dt+
(
σSt
∂c
∂St
+ nσSt
)
dWt.
Applying the neutral risk valuation method, the hedging portfolio has to be
predictable. I.e. dV has to contain no random term. Then, the n chosen will
be
n = − ∂c
∂St
.
Then,
dV =
( ∂c
∂St
+
1
2
σ2St
∂2c
∂S2t
)
dt.
The expected return of the portfolio V must be the free-risk rate of interest
minus the dividend part, since the writer holds the underlying asset paying
the known dividend rate g. Then, by the neutral risk valuation imposition, it
is given that
dV = rV dt− gStdt.
Then yields,
∂c
∂St
+
1
2
σ2St
∂2c
∂S2t
= rV − gSt,
∂c
∂St
+
1
2
σ2St
∂2c
∂S2t
− rV + gSt = 0.
This PDE has the boundary condition
C(T, ST ) = max(ST −X, 0).
The PDE is well defined and has only one solution. It can be checked then
that the solution is
ct = Ste
−g(T−t)N(d1)−Xe−r(T−t)N(d2).

Note. In fact, when including dividend payment the behaviour of the underly-
ing asset has not changed at all. Then, it is coherent that the pricing formula
changes slightly from the Black-Scholes formula. Actually, the only change is
to discount the dividend part to the underlying asset price.
Note. With this change, it can be proved that the interpretations of N(d1)
and N(d2) are still the same. Although might be token in account that the
definition of d1 and d2 has changed.
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Proposition 3.4.9 (European put price with dividends). If pt is the price of
a European put at time t of an dividend-paying underlying asset S at rate g
following the SDE (3.24) with strike X at maturity time T , let be
d1 =
1
σ
√
T − t
(
ln
(St
X
)
+
(
r − g + 1
2
σ2
)
(T − t)
)
, (3.34)
d2 =
1
σ
√
T − t
(
ln
(St
X
)
+
(
r − g − 1
2
σ2
)
(T − t)
)
, (3.35)
and let N(x) be the probability distribution function of a N(0, 1), i.e.
N(x) =
1√
2pi
∫ x
−∞
e−
v2
2 dv.
Thus
− pt = Xe−r(T−t)N(−d2)− Ste−g(T−t)N(−d1)). (3.36)
Proof. Adding the dividend-paying condition at St and recalling the dividend
paying forward equation (3.9), the put-call parity for dividend-paying assets is
now
ct − pt = Ste−g(T−t) −Xe−r(T−t).
Then, the put price can be calculated as
pt = ct − Ste−g(T−t) +Xe−r(T−t)
= Xe−r(T−t)
(
1−N(d2)
)− Ste−g(T−t)(1−N(d1))
= Xe−r(T−t)N(−d2)− Ste−g(T−t)N(−d1).

A fundamental and immediate consequence of the Merton formula is that
it provides the valuation of European calls written on commodity spots. It has
been seen that the commodity price behaviour is the same as an underlying
asset paying dividends where the dividend rate g becomes the convenience
yield y.
Note. One of the main handicaps for this model, especially when taking far
maturities, is that it has been assumed constant interest rates and convenience
yields. In distant maturities it becomes necessary to introduce a stochastic in-
terest rate and convenience yield to represent the changing supply/demand
conditions in the underlying commodity and the changes in the market. Nor-
mally, the stochastic convenience yield or interest rate is modelled as an
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (as in Heston model).
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3.5 Derivatives on mean-reversion model
In this section will be studied the case of the mean-reversion modelled assets.
Recalling the mean-reversion model, the underlying asset St follows the SDE
dSt
St
= k
(
θ − ln(St)
)
dt+ σdWt.
There exists an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process Ut such that
St = e
Ut ,
actually, the process Ut satisfies the SDE
dUt = k
(
θ − σ
2
2k
− Ut
)
dt+ σdWt.
As in the Black-Scholes model (or the Merton model) the bond price Bt
follows the same SDE (equation (3.22)). Also as before, the dividend-paying
feature will be considered lately.
The following step, is to make the discounted price process Zt into a mar-
tingale. In this process will appear difficulties. This leads to two different
methods to price this kind of options. As in the Black-Scholes case, to turn Zt
into a martingale the drift term must be zero. The discounted price process it
is given by
Zt = B
−1
t St.
Then, applying Itoˆ’s lemma
dZt = d
(
B−1t St
)
= d
(
B−1t
)
St +B
−1
t dSt
= −rB−1t Stdt+B−1t Stk
(
θ − ln(St)
)
dt+ StσdWt
= B−1t St
(
− rdt+ Stk
(
θ − ln(St)
)
dt+ σdWt
)
= Zt
(
− rdt+ Stk
(
θ − ln(St)
)
dt+ σdWt
)
.
Since Zt is wanted to be a martingale, by the Corollary 3.2.10 thus
r = k
(
θ − ln(St)
)
.
In the Black-Scholes model case, this condition was r = µ. Impose Zt to be a
martingale through this condition is a rough path.
The exact price calculation for mean-reversion models can be reached through
tough calculus (see [7]) or through characteristic functions and the Fourier
transform (tough calculus too, see [8]). To simplify the calculus and see other
pricing methods, the methods that will be used are:
(i) The trinomial tree.
(ii) The Montecarlo method.
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The trinomial tree
The binomial tree is a good method to price derivatives on geometric Brownian
motion model in a discrete world. When using the mean-reversion model, it
often proves to be convenient to use a trinomial rather tan a binomial tree.
The main advantage of a trinomial tree is that it provides an extra degree of
freedom, this helps the tree to represent the mean-reverting property. There
are several ways to implement the trinomial tree, in this work will be followed
the approach of Hull (see [2, Section 30.7]). The construction of the trinomial
tree is a complex method, therefore first will be shown how to construct a
trinomial tree for an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process Zt and then the method will
be extended to exponential Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process St (what was called
before a mean-reversion process).
The construction of the binomial tree has two steps to follow. The first one
is to construct a symmetric tree around the zero. The SDE followed by the
process is
dX = −aXdt+ σdWt.
This is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process that mean-reverts to zero. The spacing
of X in the tree is set, by Hull1, as
∆X = σ
√
3∆t.
This election provides a faster convergence for the method.
Let (i, j) be the node such that t = i∆t and X = j∆X. Not every node
will have the same probabilities for going up, down or taking the middle path.
Because of the mean-reverting feature, the trinomial tree can be branched in
three different ways.
This different branching methods are because of the mean-reverting prop-
erty. In nodes far from the zero (which is the mean-reverting value), the
attraction may be so high that one of the path probabilities may be negative.
This may be understood that since there are “only” three movement option,
and one is against the equilibrium, the mean-reverting force may be so big
that the three most common sense paths are the ones that move towards the
equilibrium. When a > 0, it is necessary to switch the branching method
for sufficiently large (positive or negative) j. The branching method will be
changed when one of the probabilities gets negative. Hull and White show
that probabilities are always positive if jmax is set equal to the smallest integer
greater than
0.184
a∆t
.
1See J. Hull and A. White, “Numerical Procedures for Implementing Term Structure
Models I: Single Factor Models,” Journal of Derivatives, 2, 1 (1996) : 7-16; and J. Hull and
A. White, “Using Hull-White Interest Rate Trees,” Journal of Derivatives, (Spring 1996):
26-36.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.1: Branching methods in a trinomial tree
By the symmetric nature of the tree, jmin is set equal to −jmax. The prob-
abilities of transition of each node are given by pu(i, j), pm(i, j) and pd(i, j) for
taking the up, middle or down path respectively. To calculate these probabil-
ities are set three conditions:
(i) They must sum the unity.
(ii) They must match the mean of X.
(iii) They must match the variance of X.
When using the branching method 3.1a, this may be written as
pu + pm + pd = 1
pu∆X − pd∆X = −aj∆X∆t
pu(∆X)
2 + pd(∆X)
2 = σ2∆t+ a2j2(∆X)2(∆t)2.
for all node (i, j). Using the expression for ∆X, the solutions are given by
pu =
1
6
+ 1
2
(
a2j2(∆t)2 − aj∆t),
pm =
2
3
− a2j2(∆t)2,
pd =
1
6
+ 1
2
(
a2j2(∆t)2 + aj∆t
)
.
(3.37)
If the branching method is the given by 3.1b, the solutions are given thus
by 
pu =
1
6
+ 1
2
(
a2j2(∆t)2 + aj∆t
)
,
pm = −13 − a2j2(∆t)2 − 2aj∆t,
pd =
7
6
+ 1
2
(
a2j2(∆t)2 + 3aj∆t
)
.
(3.38)
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If the branching method is the given by 3.1c, the solution are given hence
by 
pu =
7
6
+ 1
2
(
a2j2(∆t)2 − 3aj∆t),
pm = −13 − a2j2(∆t)2 + 2aj∆t,
pd =
1
6
+ 1
2
(
a2j2(∆t)2 − aj∆t). (3.39)
Note. The probabilities at one node only depend on j. Furthermore, the tree
is symmetrical.
Example 3.5.1. To illustrate this first step of the tree construction, suppose
that σ = 0.01, a = 0.1, and ∆t = 1 year. In this case,
∆R = 0.0173,
jmin = −2,
jmax = 2.
And the probabilities of the tree are given in the Table 3.7. The tree is set as
the 3.2.
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
Figure 3.2: Tree for X, first step
The second step is, starting as of the symmetric tree, to build a tree that
represents the original process. For this, the nodes will be displaced by α(t)
where
α(t) = Zt −Xt. (3.40)
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Node A B C D E F G H I
X (%) 0.000 1.732 0.000 -1.732 3.464 1.732 0.000 -1.732 -3.464
pu 0.1667 0.1217 0.1667 0.2217 0.8867 0.1217 0.1667 0.2217 0.0867
pm 0.6666 0.6566 0.6666 0.6566 0.0266 0.6566 0.6666 0.6566 0.0266
pd 0.1667 0.2217 0.1667 0.1217 0.0867 0.2217 0.1667 0.1217 0.8867
Table 3.7: Probabilities on the tree
With
dZt = (θ − aZt)dt+ σdWt.
This difference α adapts the tree for Xt to the tree for Zt. To make easier the
notation, α(i∆t) will be written as αi. Then, it is necessary to define another
variable. Define Qi,j as the present value of a security that pays off 1 if node
(i, j) is reached and zero otherwise. The αi and Qi,j are calculated using for-
ward induction in such a way that the initial term structure is matched exactly.
Although is less clear, these news variables can be calculated analytically by
αm =
ln
(∑nm
j=−nm Qm,j exp(−j∆X∆t)
)
− ln(Pm+1)
∆t
, (3.41)
were nm is the number of nodes on each side of the central node at time m∆t
and with
Pm+1 =
∑
j=−nm
nmQm,j exp
(− (αm + j∆X)∆t). (3.42)
And once αm is calculated, then
Qm+1,j =
∑
k
Qm,kq(k, j) exp
(− (αm + k∆X)∆t). (3.43)
Example 3.5.2. To illustrate this second step, and with the same tree that in
the previous example, suppose that the continuously compounded zero rates
are as shown in Table 3.8.
Maturity Rate (%)
0.5 3.430
1.0 3.824
1.5 4.183
2.0 4.512
2.5 4.812
3.0 5.086
Table 3.8: Zero rates
The value of Q0,0 is 1.0. The value of α0 is chosen to give the right price for
a zero-coupon bond maturing at time ∆t. That is, α0 is set equal to the initial
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∆t-period interest rate. Because ∆t = 1 in this example, α0 = 0.03824. This
defines the position of the initial node on the Z-tree in Figure 3.3. The next
step is to calculate the values of Q1,1, Q1,0 and Q1,−1. There is a probability of
0.1667 that the (1, 1) node is reached and the discount rate for the first time
step is 3.82%. The value of Q1,1 is therefore 0.1667e
−0.0382 = 0.1604. Similarly,
Q1,0 = 0.6417 and Q1,−1 = 0.1604.
Once Q1,1, Q1,0 and Q1,−1 have been calculated, α1 must be determined. It
is chosen to give the right price for a zero-coupon bond maturing at time 2∆t.
Since ∆X = 0.01732 and ∆t = 1, the price of this bond as seen at node B is
e−(α1+0.01732), as seen at node C is e−α1 and as seen at node D is e−(α1−0.01732).
Thus, the price as seen at the initial node A is given by
Q1,1e
−(α1+0.01732) +Q1,0e−α1 +Q1,−1e−(α1−0.01732).
From the initial term structure, this bond price should be e−0.04512·2 = 0.9137.
Substituting in the previous equation,
0.1604e−(α1+0.01732) + 0.6417e−α1 + 0.1604e−(α1−0.01732).
This equation has solution
α1 = 0.05205.
This means that the central node at time ∆t in the tree for Z is equal to
5.205%. The following step would be to calculate Q2,2, Q2,1, Q2,0, Q2,−1, Q2,−2
and α2 in the same way and so on.
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
Figure 3.3: Tree for Z, second step
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Node A B C D E F G H I
Z (%) 3.824 6.937 5.205 3.473 9.716 7.984 6.252 4.520 2.788
pu 0.1667 0.1217 0.1667 0.2217 0.8867 0.1217 0.1667 0.2217 0.0867
pm 0.6666 0.6566 0.6666 0.6566 0.0266 0.6566 0.6666 0.6566 0.0266
pd 0.1667 0.2217 0.1667 0.1217 0.0867 0.2217 0.1667 0.1217 0.8867
Table 3.9: Probabilities on the tree
When extending the procedure to other models, such the mean-reversion
model that comes from
d ln(Zt) =
(
θ − a ln(Zt)
)
σdWt,
appears when calculating the value of αm so that the tree correctly prices an
(m + 1)∆t zero-coupon bond. The ∆t-period interest rate at the jth node at
time m∆t is
eαm+j∆ ln(Zt).
Then, the price of a zero-coupon bond maturing at time (m+ 1)∆t is given by
Pm+1 =
nm∑
j=−nm
Qm,j exp
(
− exp (αm + j∆ ln(Zt))∆t).
This equation can be solved using a numerical procedure such as Newton-
Raphson. Then
α0 = ln(Z0).
Once αm has been calculated, then
Qm+1,j =
∑
k
Qm,kq(k, j) exp
(
− exp (αm + j∆ ln(Zt))∆t).
Example 3.5.3. Let suppose that the continuously compounded zero rates
are as shown in Table 3.8. Calculating the mean-reversion model associated
with a = 0.22, σ = 0.25 and ∆t = 0.5, the associated trinomial tree is the
given by the Figure 3.4.
Node A B C D E F G H I
Z -3.373 -2.875 -3.181 -3.487 -2.430 -2.736 -3.042 -3.349 -3.655
S (%) 3.824 6.937 5.205 3.473 9.716 7.984 6.252 4.520 2.788
pu 0.1667 0.1217 0.1667 0.2217 0.8867 0.1217 0.1667 0.2217 0.0867
pm 0.6666 0.6566 0.6666 0.6566 0.0266 0.6566 0.6666 0.6566 0.0266
pd 0.1667 0.2217 0.1667 0.1217 0.0867 0.2217 0.1667 0.1217 0.8867
Table 3.10: Probabilities on the tree
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A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
Figure 3.4: Tree for St, mean-reversion process
Note. Using this method, it seems that the term θ it is not used during the
calculation. In fact, this term is normally (to simplify) assumed constant,
although it can be estimated using the forward curves. In the previous example
this term is approximated by the Table 3.7.
Montecarlo method
The last method to calculate the price is the Montecarlo method. This is a
widely used method in the estimation of random processes. This method is
based in the Law of large numbers. To understand the essence, the weak form
will be enough.
Theorem 3.5.4 (Weak law of large numbers). Let X1, X2, ..., Xn be a
sequence of random variables with the same mean µ and variance σ2, with
σ2 <∞, and pairwise uncorrelated. Define
Sn =
1
n
n∑
i=1
Xi
∀n > 0. Then the sequence of random variables (Sn)n≥1 converges in probability
to the constant µ.
The fundamental consequence of this theorem is that the expectation µ of
a random process X may be approximated by the arithmetic average of the
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numbers obtained in a large sequence of independent draw of this random vari-
able. With this theorem can be approximated too the probability of reaching
a concrete range of values of X.
Example 3.5.5. Let X be the random process given by rolling a six-sided dice.
To calculate the probability of getting a result smaller than 3, the experience
is repeated n times with this results:
n Number of successes Probabilty inferred
10 4 0.4000
100 26 0.2600
1000 314 0.3140
10000 3296 0.3296
1000000 333084 0.3331
Table 3.11: Rolling results
Figure 3.5: Success probabilities
Then it can be claimed that the probability of getting a result smaller than
3 is approximately µ = 0.3331 with a standard deviation σ = 0.0013, which is
really close to the real value 1
3
.
Example 3.5.6. To calculate the approximated value of pi consider a circle
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inscribed within a square of side 1. Then, the ratio of areas is
r =
0.52pi
1
.
Then
pi = 4r.
This ratio can be calculated through the Montecarlo method. The values of pi
inferred are:
n Approximated pi
10 3.6000
100 3.3200
1000 3.1600
10000 3.1644
1000000 3.1433
Table 3.12: pi approximation
Then, the value of pi is approximately µ = 3.1433 with a standard deviation
σ = 0.0057.
Note. Note that the convergence of this method is slow.
Assuming that interest rates are constant, a derivative can be valued as
follows:
(i) Sample a random path for S in a risk-neutral world.
(ii) Calculate the payoff from the derivative.
(iii) Repeat steps 1 and 2 to get many sample values of the payoff from the
derivative in a risk-neutral world.
(iv) Calculate the mean of the sample payoffs to get an estimate of the ex-
pected payoff in a risk-neutral world.
(v) Discount this expected payoff at the risk-free rate to gent an estimate of
the value of the derivative.
As before, to apply this method must be rescaled the Brownian motion
Wt to evaluate S in a risk-neutral world. The solution in the mean-reversion
models proposed by [9] [9] is to scale Wt by
dWˆt = dWt − qdt,
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where q represents the market price of risk. In [9] is proposed to take it equal
to zero or constant (it is used q = −0.1).
The accuracy of the approximation through the Montecarlo method de-
pends on the number of simulations made. The standard error of the estimate
is given by
E =
σ√
n
. (3.44)
To reach a 95% confidence interval for the price D0 of the derivative is therefore
given by
µ− 1.96σ√
n
< D0 < µ+
1.96σ√
n
.
Note. The error is inversely proportional to the square root of the number
of simulations. In particular, to increase the accuracy by a factor of 10, the
number of trials must increase by a factor of 100.
Example 3.5.7. With this two methods, which would be the price of an
European call option on the mean-reversion model of strike X = 0.13, maturity
T = 3 years, k = 0.2, θ = 1, volatility σ = 0.26 and starting at S0 = 0.2?
To build the trinomial tree, first of all some data must be stated. It will be
token time ticks of 1 year, therefore ∆t = 1. Since the mean-reversion model
is being used, there will be no changes in the calculus of the probabilities at
each node. In this case, ∆X = ∆
(
ln(St)
)
, then
∆
(
ln(St)
)
= σ
√
3∆t ≈ 0.4503.
The next important value is jmax,
0.184
k∆t
= 0.92 < 1 = jmax,
then
jmax = 1
jmin = −1.
Thus, the tree shape will be something like Figure 3.6. Now, the path proba-
bilities at each node can be calculated.
To calculate the path probabilities for the central nodes A, C, F will be
used (3.37), for the upper nodes B, F (3.38) and for D, G (3.39). Thus, the
probabilities at each node are in Table 3.13.
To calculate the values of St on the tree are necessary the variables αm and
Qm,j. The procedure used is the same as in [2], to calculate the value of αm it
has been used the bisection method with an error under 10−6. The values of
St at each node are then in Table 3.14.
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A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
Figure 3.6: Initial tree
Node A B C D E F G
pu 0.1667 0.8867 0.1667 0.0867 0.8867 0.1667 0.0867
pm 0.6666 0.0267 0.6666 0.0267 0.0266 0.6667 0.0267
pd 0.1667 0.0867 0.1667 0.8867 0.0867 0.1667 0.8867
Table 3.13: Probabilities on the tree
Node A B C D E F G
ln(S) -1.6094 -1.1859 -1.6363 -2.0866 -1.1921 -1.6425 -2.0928
S 0.2000 0.3055 0.1947 0.1241 0.3036 0.1935 0.1233
Table 3.14: Values on the tree
Node A B C D E
Call value c 0.0440 0.0955 0.0516 0.0204 0.1284
Node F G H I J
Call value c 0.0590 0.0138 0.1749 0.0643 0.0000
Table 3.15: Call value at each node
To find the cost of a call at the node A, only is need to calculate the payoff
and to calculate the discounted expected value at every node. Thus, the value
of a call with strike X = 0.13 at every node is in Table 3.15.
In conclusion, the price of the call c with strike X = 0.13 at initial time
will be c0 = 0.0440.
When using the Montecarlo method, the SDE that is being estimated is
dSt
St
= k
(
θ − ln(St)
)
dt+ σdWt.
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To produce the paths, this SDE may be written as
dSt = St
(
k
(
θ − ln(St)
)
dt+ σdWt
)
.
And by definition,
S
t+dt = St
(
1 + k
(
θ − ln(St)
)
dt+ σdWt
)
.
With Wt ∼ N(0, dt). Then, sampling 1.000.000 random paths for St the mean
of payoffs obtained is
c0 = 0.0253,
with a standard deviation
s = 0.2253.
Both results are quiet different. This may be due to the fact that the increment
of time ∆t = 1 in the case of the trinomial tree is rather big. This fact affect
the value of c0 in two different ways:
(i) In first place, taking only three steps conditions the accuracy of the result.
(ii) In second place, the jmax and jmin associated to ∆t is only 1. This forces
the tree to variate and contemplate other options.

4Calibrating the Models. A
Real Approach to the
Markets
The aim of this chapter is to go beyond the mathematical modelling and pricing
of derivatives and analyse it in the real world. In the markets, the stocks are
shown as prices not as processes satisfying a concrete SDE. In this chapter will
be showed how to, from the data in the market, actually build the models seen
before and determine the parameters associated to the underlying asset. The
calibration is one of the most important part in finance since the expectations
and the confidence intervals are determined from the parameters of the models.
To build this parameters from de market data, it will be used the maximum-
likelihood estimation of the parameters and some basic algebra.
4.1 Maximum-likelihood estimation
There are several methods to estimate a parameter of a random variable X.
The maximum-likelihood estimation method is the more intuitive one. In fact,
the basis of the method is to choose the value such that the data observed
has maximum probability. The problem is then reduced to an optimization
problem.
In this section, it will be considered the random variable X and its observa-
tions {Xn}n. Define the parameter to estimate as the vector θ = (θ1, ..., θk).
And define the density function of X with the parameters θ fixed as f(x|θ).
Definition 4.1.1. Given the observed data X1, ..., Xn with density function
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f(x, θ), define the likelihood function for a fixed x as
Lx : Θ→ R+
θ → Lx(θ) = L(θ|x) =
n∏
i=1
f(xi|θ)
Example 4.1.2. Let X1, ..., Xn be a simple random sample of X ∼ exp(µ).
The density function is given by
f(xi|µ) = 1
µ
exp
(−xi
µ
)
,
f(x1, ..., xn|µ) = 1
µn
exp
(
−
∑n
i=1 xi
µ
)
.
Thus the likelihood function is
L(µ|x1, ..., xn) = 1
µn
exp
(
−
∑n
i=1 xi
µ
)
.
The likelihood function that will be used is the likelihood function of a
N(µ, σ2).
Proposition 4.1.3. Let X1, ..., Xn be a simple random sample of X ∼
N(µ, σ2). The likelihood function is
L(µ, σ2|x1, ..., xn) =
( 1√
2piσ2
)2
exp
(
− 1
2σ2
n∑
i=1
(xi − µ)2
)
. (4.1)
Proof. Since the density function is given by
f(x1, ..., xn|µ, σ2) =
( 1√
2piσ2
)2
exp
(
− 1
2σ2
n∑
i=1
(xi − µ)2
)
,
the likelihood function has the same expression but fixing the data instead of
the parameters. 
Definition 4.1.4. If θˆ(x) is a maximum of the likelihood function for a given
sample x = (x1, ..., xn) of data, then define θˆ(x) as the maximum likelihood
estimator (MLE) of θ.
When calculating the maximum of the likelihood there are some points to
take care of:
(i) If L(θ|x) is differentiable at θ, the solutions of ∂
∂θi
L(θ|x) = 0 with i =
1, ..., n are candidates to be the MLE. Note that the solutions should not
be a maximum. Note that this method is only valid in Θ˚, the boundary
of Θ is not token in account.
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(ii) The maximum can be found directly by finding an upper bond for L(θ|x)
and then proving that exists one point that reaches that value.
(iii) Sometimes it is easier to find the maximum points of ln
(
L(θ|x)) instead of
L(θ|x). Since the logarithm is strictly increasing in (0,∞), the maximum
points of ln
(
L(θ|x)) and L(θ|x) will coincide.
Proposition 4.1.5. The MLE for a simple random sample X1, ..., Xn such
that X ∼ N(µ, σ2) are given by
µˆ =
1
n
n∑
i=1
xi, (4.2)
σˆ2 =
1
n
n∑
i=1
(xi − µˆ)2. (4.3)
Proof. In this case,
L(µ, σ2|x) = 1(
2piσ2
)n
2
exp
(
− 1
2σ2
n∑
i=1
(xi − µ)2
)
.
Taking the logarithm,
ln
(
L(µ, σ2|x)) = −n
2
ln(2pi)− n
2
ln(σ2)− 1
2σ2
n∑
i=1
(xi − µ)2
Then, the candidates to be the MLE must satisfy
∂
∂µ
ln
(
L(µ, σ2|x)) = 1
σ2
n∑
i=1
(xi − θ) = 0,
∂
∂(σ2)
ln
(
L(µ, σ2|x)) = − n
2σ2
− 1
2σ4
n∑
i=1
(xi − µ)2 = 0.
It can be verified that the Hessian matrix H is a negative matrix. This implies
that the MLE are a maximum of the likelihood function. 
The last result that will be needed to infer the parameters of the models is
the invariance principle for estimators.
Theorem 4.1.6 (Invariance principle for estimators). If θˆ is the MLE of θ,
then, for all function f(x) the MLE of f(θ) is f(θˆ).
Example 4.1.7. The MLE for the standard deviation σ of X, with X ∼
N(µ, σ2), is given by
σˆ =
√
σˆ2 =
√√√√ 1
n
n∑
i=1
(xi − µˆ)2
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4.2 Inference on the models
Once the statistic basis are settled, the parameters of the models can be in-
ferred. Recall the four basic models treated in the Chapter 2:
(i) Arithmetic Brownian motion: dXt = αdt+ σdWt.
(ii) Geometric Brownian motion: dSt
St
= µdt+ σdWt.
(iii) Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process: dXt = a(b−Xt)dt+ σdWt.
(iv) Mean-reversion process: dSt
St
= k
(
θ − ln(St)
)
dt+ σdWt.
Arithmetic and geometric Brownian motion
First of all will be studied the two firsts processes. The two processes can
be related through Zt = ln(St), this change of variable leads to an arithmetic
Brownian motion with a modified drift term.
Proposition 4.2.1. Given the observed data X0, ..., Xn with X an arithmetic
Brownian motion (satisfying the SDE (2.1)), then, the MLE estimators for α
and σ are given by
αˆ =
1
n∆t
n∑
i=1
(Xi −Xi−1), (4.4)
σˆ =
√√√√ 1
n∆t
n∑
i=1
(Xi −Xi−1 − αˆ∆t)2. (4.5)
Proof. Since the difference ∆Xt (which is dXt when ∆t→ 0) is distributed as
∆Xt ∼ N(α∆t, σ2∆t),
using the previous results on the normal distribution,
αˆ =
1
n∆t
n∑
i=1
(Xi −Xi−1),
σˆ =
√√√√ 1
n∆t
n∑
i=1
(Xi −Xi−1 − αˆ∆t)2.

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In the case of geometric Brownian motion, what will be used is the change
of variable Ut = ln(St) that satisfies that Ut is an arithmetic Brownian motion,
then, the same method will be used.
Proposition 4.2.2. Given the observed data S0, ..., Sn with S a geometric
Brownian motion (satisfying the SDE (2.3)), then, the MLE estimators for µ
and σ are given by
µˆ = αˆ +
1
2
σˆ2, (4.6)
σˆ =
√√√√ 1
n∆t
n∑
i=1
(Si − Si−1 − αˆ∆t)2, (4.7)
with
αˆ =
1
n∆t
n∑
i=1
(Si − Si−1).
Proof. Define Ut = ln(St), then, using Itoˆ’s lemma and since St is a geometric
Brownian motion
dUt =
(
µ− σ
2
2
)
dt+ σdWt.
Since Ut is an arithmetic Brownian motion, let α = µ− σ22 , by the Proposition
4.2.1 it is known that
αˆ =
1
n∆t
n∑
i=1
(Si − Si−1),
σˆ =
√√√√ 1
n∆t
n∑
i=1
(Si − Si−1 − αˆ∆t)2.
Using the invariance principle for estimators (Theorem 4.1.6), it is given that
αˆ = µˆ− σˆ
2
2
.
Thus
µˆ = αˆ +
1
2
σˆ2.

Example 4.2.3. The price of the IBEX 35 is settled by the index IBEX. Be-
tween the dates August 8th of 2012 and August 8th 2014 the price behaved as
a pure geometric Brownian motion (without jumps or strange performances).
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Figure 4.1: IBEX 35
Applying the previous method, the resulting estimators are
µˆ = 0.1868,
σˆ = 0.1857.
To contrast the accuracy of the estimator µˆ, recall that µ is the expected
growth per year. In this case, the growth can be approximated as the growth
between the mean of the first five values and the mean of the last five which in
this case is 0.2018 per year which is quite close to µˆ. There is no simple way
to match if kˆ is or is not a good estimation of the parameter.
All the data has been extracted from the website www. investing. com .
Mean-reversion processes
The main difficulty when calibrating the models associated to Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
processes and mean-reversion processes is that the differential of the process
do not follow a normal distribution and unknowing the value of the parame-
ters there is no change, a priori, to transform the process into an arithmetic
Brownian motion (like in the geometric Brownian motion case). The MLE for
this processes must be calculated from the definition of the method. There are
no previous results (like the normal distribution MLE) that can be, a priori,
used.
Proposition 4.2.4. Given the observed data X0, ..., Xn with X an Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process (satisfying the SDE (2.7)), then, the MLE estimators for a,
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b and σ are given by
aˆ = − 1
∆t
ln
(Xxy − bˆ(Xx +Xy) + nbˆ2
Xxx − 2bˆXx + nbˆ2
)
, (4.8)
bˆ =
XyXxx −XxXxy
n(Xxx −Xxy)− (X2x −XxXy)
, (4.9)
σˆ2 =
2aˆ
n(1− α2)
(
Xyy − 2αXxy + α2Xxx − 2bˆ(1− α)(Xy − αXx) + nbˆ2(1− α)2
)
.
(4.10)
With,
α = e−a∆t
Xx =
n∑
i=1
Si−1,
Xy =
n∑
i=1
Si,
Xxx =
n∑
i=1
S2i−1,
Xxy =
n∑
i=1
Si−1Si,
Xyy =
n∑
i=1
S2i .
Proof. Recall the probability density function f(x) for a normal distribution
N(µ, σ) is given by
f(x) =
1√
2piσ2
exp
(
− (x− µ)
2
2σ2
)
.
Then, by the equation (2.9) the process Xt has a conditioned probability den-
sity function
f(Xi| Xi−1; a, b, σ˜) = 1√
2piσ˜2
exp
(
−
(
Xi −Xi−1e−a∆t − b(1− e−a∆t)
)2
2σ˜2
)
,
with
σ˜2 = σ2
1− e−2a∆t
2a
,
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and Xi = Xi∆t. In this case, it will be much easier to use the logarithm of the
likelihood function. Thus the logarithm likelihood function is
L(a, b, σ˜) =
n∑
i=1
ln
(
f(Xi| Xi−1; a, b, σ˜)
)
= −n
2
ln(2pi)− n ln(σ˜)− 1
2σ˜
n∑
i=1
(
Xi −Xi−1e−a∆t − b(1− e−a∆t)
)2
.
The next step is to find the values of (a, b, σ˜) that maximizes the likelihood
function. These values must satisfy
∂L
∂a
= 0,
∂L
∂b
= 0,
∂L
∂σ˜
= 0.
These equalities hold when
a = − 1
∆t
ln
(∑n
i=1(Xi − b)(Xi−1 − b)∑n
i=1(Xi−1 − b)2
)
,
b =
∑n
i=1
(
Xi −Xi−1e−a∆t
)
n
(
1− e−a∆t) ,
σ˜2 =
1
n
n∑
i=1
(
Xi − b− e−a∆t(Xi−1 − b)
)2
.
The problem with these solutions is that the solutions depend on each
other. In any case, both a and b are independent of σ˜. And a or b can be
determined substituting one into the other condition. To work with them, the
change of variable Xx, Xy, Xxx, Xxy and Xyy is token. Then,
a = − 1
∆t
ln
(Xxy − b(Xx +Xy) + nb2
Xxx − 2bXx + nb2
)
,
b =
Xy − e−a∆tXx
n(1− e−a∆t) .
Substituting a into the b expression gives
nb =
Xy −
(
Xxy−b(Xx+Xy)+nb2
Xxx−2bXx+nb2
)
Xx
1−
(
Xxy−b(Xx+Xy)+nb2
Xxx−2bXx+nb2
) ,
nb =
Xy(Xxx − 2bXx + nb2)− (Xxy − bXx − bXy + nb2)Xx
(Xxx − 2bXx + nb2)− (Xxy − bXx − bXy + nb2) ,
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nb =
(XyXxx −XxXxy) + b(X2x −XxXy) + b2n(Xy −Xx)
(Xxx −Xxy) + b(Xy −Xx) ,
nb(Xxx −Xxy)− b(X2x −XxXy) = XyXxx −XxXxy.
And finally,
aˆ = − 1
∆t
ln
(Xxy − bˆ(Xx +Xy) + nbˆ2
Xxx − 2bˆXx + nbˆ2
)
,
bˆ =
XyXxx −XxXxy
n(Xxx −Xxy)− (X2x −XxXy)
,
σˆ2 =
2aˆ
n(1− α2)
(
Xyy − 2αXxy + α2Xxx − 2bˆ(1− α)(Xy − αXx) + nbˆ2(1− α)2
)
.

As in the Brownian motion, in the case of mean-reversion will be used the
change of variable Zt = ln(St) that satisfies that Zt is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process, then, the same method will be used.
Proposition 4.2.5. Given the observed data S0, ..., Sn with S a mean-reversion
process (satisfying the SDE (2.10)), then, the MLE estimators for k, θ and σ
are given by
kˆ = − 1
∆t
ln
(Xxy − bˆ(Xx +Xy) + nbˆ2
Xxx − 2bˆXx + nbˆ2
)
, (4.11)
θˆ = bˆ+
σˆ2
2kˆ
, (4.12)
σˆ2 =
2aˆ
n(1− α2)
(
Xyy − 2αXxy + α2Xxx − 2bˆ(1− α)(Xy − αXx) + nbˆ2(1− α)2
)
.
(4.13)
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With,
α = e−a∆t,
bˆ =
XyXxx −XxXxy
n(Xxx −Xxy)− (X2x −XxXy)
,
Xx =
n∑
i=1
Si−1,
Xy =
n∑
i=1
Si,
Xxx =
n∑
i=1
S2i−1,
Xxy =
n∑
i=1
Si−1Si,
Xyy =
n∑
i=1
S2i .
Proof. Define Zt = ln(St), then, using Itoˆ’s lemma and since St is a mean-
reversion process
dZt = k
(
θ − σ
2
2k
− Zt
)
dt+ σdWt.
Since Zt is an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, let b = θ − σ22 , by the Proposition
4.2.4 it is known that
θˆ = − 1
∆t
ln
(Xxy − bˆ(Xx +Xy) + nbˆ2
Xxx − 2bˆXx + nbˆ2
)
,
bˆ =
XyXxx −XxXxy
n(Xxx −Xxy)− (X2x −XxXy)
,
σˆ2 =
2aˆ
n(1− α2)
(
Xyy − 2αXxy + α2Xxx − 2bˆ(1− α)(Xy − αXx) + nbˆ2(1− α)2
)
.
Using the invariance principle for estimators (Theorem 4.1.6), it is given that
bˆ = θˆ − σˆ
2
2kˆ
.
Thus
θˆ = bˆ+
σˆ2
2kˆ
.

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Figure 4.2: Oil price (CLG6)
Example 4.2.6. The price of the crude oil is set by the index CLG6. Between
the dates February 25th of 2011 and August 8th 2014 the price behaved as a
pure mean-reversion process (without jumps or strange performances).
Applying the previous method, the resulting estimators are
kˆ = 16.2384,
θˆ = 4.5717,
σˆ = 0.2520.
The Crude Oil Volatility index (OVX) during this period has a mean of
0.1966 which is quite similar to σˆ. The mean of the logarithm of the price
during this period is 4.5744 which is really close to the estimated mean-revert
term θˆ. There is no simple way to match if kˆ is or is not a good estimation of
the parameter.
As in the previous example, all the data has been extracted from the website
www. investing. com .
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